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LI% is getting more complicat-
ed every day. The home is not
what it used to be.
Every time we pick up the dish
washing liquid, the stuff flies
off to the bedroom.
,evr=n we start to clean thees, a tornado comes out
of the bottle, a white one at
that. Enough to unnerve any-
body.
We start to wax the floors and
this big plastic roller conies
rolling across the floor and we
have to jump up on the cab-
inets and with a suprised look
on our face we holler "For
illWeeks?"
Opened the washing machine
the other day and a giant fist
came out yelling something we
could not understand.
Leaked in the pantry for some-
thing to eat and there was this
big green fellow yelling Ho Ho
Ho. Started to cook some cook-
Sies and out pops this little
white elf Never know what
will turn up, no matter what
you are doing.
We haven't seen him lately but
Kentinued On Page Twelve)
•Almo Meet On
Tax Is Held
The April meeting of die
Almo Elementary achool Per
eat-Teak iae aasociation was
held recently at the school aud-
itorium.
• Supt. Buron Jeffrey, Asst.
Supt. William B. Miller, and
Almo School board member Ro-
bert Ross presented a very in-
teresting program on the pro-
posed building fund tax and
the proposed merger for Calm-
way County Ind the Murray
districts.
A question and answer sess-
ion followed the speakers with
he people having a much bet-
ter understanding of the pro-
gram.
The devotion was given by
Bro. Willie Johnson, minister
of the Flint Baptist Church.
A short business meeting was
conducted by the president,
Mrs. June Hopkins. The minutes
of the last meeting were reed
by Mrs. Brenda Smith, secre-
tary, and the treasurer's report
was given by Mrs. Brenda Starks
in the absence of the treasurer,
Mrs. Ann Bennett.
Mr. Jones' eighth grade won
the attendance award.
Refreshments of punch and
cookies were served by the
home room mothers.
All parents baying children
starting to school next term are
Ainvited to the next regular




Ronnie Ragsdale of Murray,
a senior physics ad math ma-
,,jor at Murray State University,
‘has been awarded a three-
year National Defense Educat-
ion Act Fellowship to do gra-
duate work toward a doctorate
degree in physics at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky.
His fellowship will pay $2,-
400. $2,800 and $2,800 for the
three years.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
.A. Ragsdale of Sunset Drive, Ron-
ie was elected to "Who's Who
in American Universities and
Colleges" He is also a member
of Sigma Pi Sigma and Alpha
Chi honor societies.
He will begin his studies at
the University of Kentucky next
fall
14
dlION6 SALES NEARLY $50,000
The sales of Series E and H
Savings Bonds and Notes in
Calloway County for March
reached $10,762, while sales for
the year totaled $49,832 o r
23.4'-, of the annual goal of





The Murray Moose Lodge No
2011 installed their new offic-
ers at an impressive ceremony
last night.
The new officers are: Dan
McKinney, governor; Rey Elk-
ins, junior governor, Orville
Boy, prelate; Leroy Barnett,
treasurer; Homer Sears, trus-
tee; Mike Crossett, Sergeant at
Arms; Joe Williford and Phil
Collie, guards. Mike Barnett
and Paul Grogan will continue
on as Trustees; E. H. Lax .s
secretary of the Lodge.
The outgoing Governor,
George Hodge, was seated in
the chair of the Junior Past
Governor. Installing officer was
Past Governor Paul Heise.
The Murray Moose Lodge is
one of approximately 2,000
lodges embracing over one
lion members and is dedicated
towards caring for the orphans
of departed members and also
aged members and their wives.
Though a fraternal organiva
tion, the Loyal Order of Moose
continually contributes to and
works in many community pro-
jects and is fast making its
mark as a worthy civic-minded
organisation, a spokesman said.
Temple Hill Church
Plans Homecoming
The annual homecoming will
be held at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church on
Sunday. May 4.
Sunday School will be held
at ten am, and preaching will
be at 11 a.m. by the minister,
Rev. A. M. Thomas.
A basket dinner will be serv-
ed at noon Special singing will
be held in the afternoog, All
sialiarra, forjar iemobere, led





Funeral services for Doris M.
Harmon, age 43, will be held
Thursday at ten a.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ with Bro. Bill Threet and
Bro. Jay Lockhart officiating.
Interment will be in the Mur-
ray Memorial Gardens with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral,Home where
friends may call.
Harmon, a 23 year employee
of the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company, died sudden-
ly Monday at 10:10 p.m. He was
stricken at home and pronounc-
ed dead on arrival at the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
He -was an eider of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ where he served as as-
sistant song leader and Sunday
School teacher. He was a Navy
veteran of World War II.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Bessie Harmon of Murray Route
Three; one daughter, Miss
Charlotte Harmon; two sisters,
Nes. Delta Green and Mrs. Otis
Brittiaa; five brothers, Sandy,
Gene, Don, Bobby, and Bill
Hannon. '
Honor Roll For Murray High
School Released For Period
The honor roll for the fifth
six weeks' period at Murray
High School has been announc-
ed by Principal Eli Alexander.
One hundred thirteen students
achieved the scholastic honor.
Seniors - John Belote, 2.80;
Charles Clark, 2.80; Steve
Compton, 3.0; Olivia Cook, 2.50;
Liz Dodaon, 2.80; Ronnie Goode,
2.75; Martha Hendon, 2.50; Les-
lie Humphreys, 3.0; Debbie Jon-
es, 2.75; Donna Jones, 2.75; Ka-
thy Lockhart, 2.60: Linda May-
berry, 2.50; Dale Nanny, 2.75;
Paul Owen, 2.50; Bill Pasco, 3.0;
Esabelle Ray, 3.0; Jan Reagan,
2.50; Kathy Rowlett, 3.0; Don
Shelton, 2.50; Mike Stalls, 2.80;
Debbie Steele, 2.80; Jennifer
Trotter, 2.80, Ernie Williams,
2.80.
Juniors - Kern Battle, 3.0;
Richard Blalock, 2.60; Kathy
Crider, 2.80; Celia Simmons,
2.80; Dick West, 3.0.
Sophomores - David Alexan-
der, 2.80; Ann Battle, 3.0; Mike
Boyd, 2.80; Georgiaana Purger-
son, 2.80; Richard Hall, 3.0;
Nancy Hart, 3.0; Ricky Jones,
2.80; Suzanne Jones, 3.0; Freya
Larson, 3.0; Wade Outland, 2.80;
Bill Pintston, 3.0; Pat Ryan,
2.80; Jay& Stuart, 3.0; Mark
Tinsley, 2.80; Ruth Titsworth,
2.80; Alan Weatherly, 2.60; John
Calloway Members
Win WKHA Awards
Members of the Calloway
County Riding Club were win-
ners in the WKHA Horse Show
held at Reidland on Saturday
night.
They were as follows:
Fox Trot - Bob MirINTIS, sec
ond.
Three gaited pleasure - Jer-
ry Crouch on Stardust, second;
Skit Myers on Lightfoot, fourth.
Junior pleasure - Kathy
Maddox on Snicker Bailey, first.
Bareback pleasure - Carolyn
Maddox on Snicker Bailey,
fourth. •
Men's western pleasure --
Mitchell Stom on Mrs. Bean's
Gal, fourth.
Western rack - Jerry Pend-
ergrass on Red Baron, first.
Women's western pleasure--
Carolyn Maddox on Mrs. Bean's
Gal, second.
English rack - Nancy Myers
on Penny Copper, first; Cathy
Irvin on Ace, fourth.
Williams, 2.60.
Freshmen - Bill Adams, 30
Katie Blalock, 2.80; Luanne
Brown, 2.50; Jamie Brunk, 3.0;
Jan Clark, 3.0; Bonnie C,ohoon,
2.80; Ann Cooper, 2.80; Sarah
Cooper, 3.0; Brown Crouch, 2.-
.58; John Engle, 2.82; Leah Ful-
ton, 2.80; David Hughes, 3.0;
Dan Hutson, 2.78; Dan Luther,
2.58; Bruce Miller, 2.50; Paula
(Continued On Page Twelve)
Letter To Editor
Dear Sir.
The pages of this and the
other newspapers of our coun-
try are no strangers to news
of violence and lawbreaking.
But we, a group of high school
students who want to build good
citizenship, would like to use
these pages-to express our sup-
port for law and for those whose
task is to enforce it. At a time
when some are rebelling a-
gainst legal authority and
others are attempting to choose
which laws they will or will not
obey, Justice and Equality are
dependent upon the efforts of
all citizens - not just upon
 the police and the courts.
This Thursday is LAW DAY
U.S.A., not a special day to
observe the law, but one to em 
phasize its importance in soc-
iety. We hope that the judicial
and law enforcement agencies
In Calloway County never have
to face some of the problems
that have arisen within this ria-







A special open meeting will
be held at the Calloway Coun-
ty Court House on Thursday,
May 1, at 7:30 p.m.
The meeting will be for all
persons interested in the school
tax issue to be placed on the
ballot in the May 27th primary
election.
A spokesman said the meet-
ing will be to inform the pub-
lic of the issues concerning the
tax and the proposed merger
of the Calloway County and
Murray Independent School dis-
tricts.
As was brought out in prev-
ious meetings the Murray dis-
trict is in great need of a new
high school building and the
county has the same need for
new facilities for the elethent-
ary school children. -
This proposed tax 'increase-
will be for the purpose of equa-
lizing the tax rate for both the
city and county and to, make
funds available for building the
proposed elementary schools
for the county and a new high
schobl for blith the city and
county with the other present
high school buildings to be us-
ed for junior high schools.
In a meeting held at Callo-
way County High School on
Monday, April 21, all members
of the Murray IndePendant
School Board and the Calloway
County School Board said they
supported the new property tax
and the merger of the two
school districts.
Another point discussed at an
open meeting at Kirksey on
April 22 was the problem to the
Calloway County School district
of the annexation of property
from the county district to the
city school district.
• Supt. Buron Jeffrey aatd that
as Lias property' was annexed
from the county school district
to the city school district, that
more revenue was slowly being
taken from the county and plac-
ed in the city school tax re-
venue.
The public is invited to at-
tend the meeting on Thursday.
Three Breaking Are
Reported By Police
Three breakins were investi-
gated by the Murray Police De-
partment this morning.
Fifteen dollars was reported
missing from the Phillips Bro-
thers Cleanup Shop at 311 South
Third Street. Entry was made
through a back window that
had been broken.
An RPM guage and a vacuum
guage was reported stolen from
a wrecked car at McClarda Ser-
vice Station at 8th and Main
Streets.
The other breekin was at
Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales,
but nothing was reported miss-




said this morning that seven-
teen persons have been arrest-
ed by Deputy Sheriffs Calton
Morgan and Gene Parker from
Friday until today.
The arrests were for public
drunkenness, cold checking,
and breach of peace, according
to Sheriff Stubblefield.
•
41eve Simmons, left, Junior assistant Scoutmaster, holds
the Camper** first place trophy won by Boy Scout Troop 73,
HOWL Robert Waters, Jr., right, holds first place trophies
for the obstacle course and match striking contest, and also
the third place ribbon for the (mg toss event.
Two Wreck
Investigated
Two accidents were investi-
gated by the Murray Police De-
partment on Tuesday. No in-
juries were reported.
The first was a three car ac-
cident at 3:10 p.m. on the Col-
lege Farm Road.
Cars involved were a 1965
Chevrolet two door - hardtop
owned by Joseph Hargrove and
driven by Charles Edward Har-
grove, 915 North 18th Street;
a 1983 Chevrolet two door
kadtop drives by Glen David
Edwards of Kirksey Route Two;
and a 1969 Pontiac GTO two
door hardtop driven by Jackie
Dale Cochran of Lynn Grove.
Police said all three cars were
going east on the College Farm
Road when the Hargrove car
slowed or stopped and hit in
the rear end by the Edwards
car. The Cochran ear then hit
the Edwards car in the rear
end, according to the police.
Damage to the Hargrove car
was on the rear end, to the
Edwards car on the front and
rear ends, and to the Cochran
car on the front end.
The other accident occurred
at 5:10 p.m. on the Ellis park-
ing lot on Chestnut Street.
Franklin Pflueger of Hum-
boldt, Tenn., driving a 1968
Plymouth four door hardtop
owned by Federal Chemictl
Company, was backing up on
the parking lot and collided
with the 1968 Ford four door
sedan driven by Edna Lee Wil-
son of Murray Route Five who
was going forward on the park-
ing lot, according to the police
report.
Damage to the Wilson car was
on the left rear fender and to
the Pflueger car on the right
rear fender.
WOOL DAY TO BE HELD
The Carlisle County Wool
Growers Association will hold
their annual Wool Receiving
Day, May 12th at the Humphrey
Tobacco Warehouse in Mayfield.
'Inc advance on clear wool
this year will be thirty cents
per pound with the balance to





tion held a potluck supper at
the school on Monday. April 28,
at 6:30 p.m.
Preceding the supper the
members enjoyed seeing the
art work of the children in the
hallway. They also viewed the
green patio furniture that the
PTA brought from the magi-
rine drive funds
The PTA magazine drive
funds were also used to help
purchase an adding machine
for the school.
The supper tables were de-
corated to differaht colors of
'paper and with-floral arrange-
ments.
Mrs. Mary Johnson. president,
gave the invocation. '
Elected as first vice-president
was Mrs Larry Danniels. The
other officers will serve for
another year.
A good attendance was re-




will be the host church for the
celebration of May Fellowship
Day, Friday, May 2. This ob-
servance is sponsored annually
by Church Women United 'if
Murray and Calloway County.
The program will begin at
11:00 a.m. and will be followed
by a potluck luncheon. A nur-
sery will be provided in the
home of Mrs. Arlo Sprunger,
224 South 15th, which is near
the church.
There will be a panel of
speakers composed of Major
Warner Cole, Mrs. Mary Ryan,
and Rev. Stephen Mazak. They
will present different phases
of community needs and tell
of some of the good -things that
are going on in Murray toward
meeting these needs.
Kits assembled for migrant
strawberry pickers soon to be
working in the nearby area will
be presented at the altar.
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr
is chairman of' the May Fellow-
ship Day committee. A warm
welcome is extended to all wo-
men who are interested.
Jim Bryant. son of IA. edi.
and Mrs. John T. Bryant, is one
of 800 high school seniors thr-
oughout the United States to
receive a four year ROTC scho-
larship.
This scholarship will pay till
tion, books, lab fees and a
monthly payment to each per-
son who is awarded it.
Jim has been a member of
the Tiger football squad and
was treasurer of Ifi-Y Club this
year
GUARDING AN OLD SOLDIER Security guards patrol oidside the residence of Gen. Charles
de. Gilpin-  in Colombey.le%-deux-Egliises. France. where the retired president is in solitude
Boy Scout Troop 13
From Hazel Wins Two
First Place Awards
The Choc.taw District's an-
nual Boy Scout Spring Campo-
ree was held at Pond Hollow
Bivouac Area, in the LBL on
April 25, 28, and 27, 1969. This
Camporee included 10 Troops
and approximately 225 boys
from Calloway, Graves and Mar-
shall counties.
The Hazel Troop won two
first place trophies and one
third in the five scheduled
events. Hazel also inducted five
new members and had the larg-
est percentage of advancement
at the Carnporee. This earned
them the over-all 1st place a-
ward. The Traveling Trophy of
the Choctaw District was pre-
sented the Hazel Troop by the
District Scout Executive, Mr.
Dick Stone.
The Troop was especially
pleased by winning the coveted
first place trophy for the Ob-
stacle Course. This being a test
of speed, strength, and skill.
Members of the Troop who
participated in the Camporee
were: Steve Simmons, Jr.,
Ass't, Scoutmaster; Robert Wat-
ers, Jr., Sr. Patrol Leader; Ri-
chard Gee, Ass't. Senior Patrol
Leader; David Waters, Instruc-
tor; Loyd Allen McClure, Troop
Quartermaster; other members
Several Persons -
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn
• Several persons were charg-
ed. enteikai pleas of guile', and
were fined in the City Court of
City Judge William H. (Jake,
Dunn during the past week. Re.
cords show the following op
curred:
C. E Reeder, permitting un-
licensed driver to operate car;
fined $1500 costs $4.50.
D. S. Wall. reckless driving,
amended to disorderly conduct,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
H. P. Patton, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
D. C. Pierce, reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
W. C. Boggess, driving while
intoxicated, fined $125.00 costs
$4.50.
J. P. Copeland, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reckless
driving. fined $100.00 costs $4.-
50.
J. D Glass, driving while in-
toxicated. amended to reckless
driving, fined 3100.00 costs $4.-
50.
U. F. Higgins, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Rex Si-Is, public drunkenness,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Lonnie Tucker, public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50.
S. L. Urban, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
M. V. Villines, public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50.
F. H. Werker, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
- D. R. Veatch, public drunken.
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
M. W. Cauley. public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50.
R. D. Chase, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 coats $4..
60,
R. T. Heydet, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $10012) costs
$4.50.
A. E. Weir, driahng while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
(Continued On Page Twelve)
4-H SHOW TO BE HELD
The Area 4-H Variety Show
will be held at the Lane Oak
Elementary School on Friday
evening, May 2nd at 7:a0 p.m.
Counties participating will be
Ballard, Calloway, Marshall and
McCracken. The public is invit-
ed.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Tryouts for Little League
Baseball will be held Thursiay,
May 1, at four p m. for nine and
ten year olds, and Friday, May
2,- at four p.m. for eleven and
twelve year old boys. These wilt
be at the Little League field.
were: Barry Braboy, Kenneth
White, Wayne Holsapple, Jim-
mie Fenton, Mike Paschall, Tim
Erwin, Nickie Wilkerson, Buc-
ky Erwin, Greg Byars, Skip
Phillips, Steve Phillips, Curtis
Davis, Randy Wilson, and Jeff
Waters.
Leaders for the weekend
were: Eldridge Gee, Troop Com-
mitteeman; Bezmie Simmons,
Ass't. Scoutmaster, and Major
Bob Waters (Ret.) Scoutmaster,
Hazel Club
Gets Award
The Hazel Woman's Club was
presented with the one hundred
per cent certificate for the past
year's work at the 74th annual
convention of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club
held at Louisville last week.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, presi-
dent-elect, and Mts. Charles
Knott, first vice-president-elect,
represented the Hazel Club at
the meeting.
Events they attended at the
state meeting were the fashion
show and awards luncheon, the
Tuesday banquet with Dr. Carl
Madden of Washington, D. C.,
as speaker, the club presidents
breakfast on Wednesday with
rs. Carroll E. Miller, first vice-
president of the General Feder-
ation of Women's Clubs, a s
guests speaker, and the Wed-
nesday luncheon with Gov. Lou-
ie Nuzni as the speaker.
Mrs. Miller urged each mem-
ber to read the book, "Enthus-
iasm Makes the Difference" by
Dr Norman Vincent Peale.
Gov Nunn urged each mem-
ber "to make Kentucky • bet-
ter place for you by telling the





Melissa Trevathan. of Murray
has been installed into Pi Phi
Delta, honorary oral interpre-
tation recognition society, at
Murray State University.
Miss Trevathan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan of
511 South Eighth Street, is a
sophomore speech and English
major. One of five new Pi Phi
Delta -members, she is-also a




Danny Hatcher and Budl
Stalls of Murray have been
elected to offices of Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha social fraternity at
Murray State University.
Hatcher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. 0. Hatcher of 611 South
Ninth Street is the new corre-
sponding secretary. He is a.sen-
ior history and political science
major with a minor in English.
Taking over the duties of
publicity chairman will be
Stalls, a sophomore business ad-
ministration, history and poli-
tical science major. His parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Ethel E. Stalls
Sr.. of 407 North Fifth Street.
WEATHER REPORT
United Prow International
Partly cloudy and warmer to-
day, high 64 east to 72 west.
Fair and cool tonight, low 42
east to 50 west Partly cloudy
and warmer Thursday.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE. Ky crpn -
The five-day Kentucky weather
outlook, Thursday through Mon-
day.
Temperatures will average
near the normal 71-7'7 highs and
47 57 lows
Rainfall will average from a
half inch west to about an inch
east mostly during the week- a
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'The Owishadieg Cads hest el a Oammemills is the
*sway se Its Neweeraime
Way Of All Dictators
Bekaa Charles de Gaulle began his autocratic
rule of France eleven years ago, the French
government was in a constant state of change and
the Republic we racked with strikes, discontent
and a situation approaching another French
revolution.
Befor.. President de Gaulle would accept the
U e country, he demanded, and he
received, absolute authority to do whatever he
chose to do to restore order and confidence in the
tottering republic. In dictatorial fashion, President
de Gaulle brought order out of chaos. He and some
of his closest admirers even had visions of France
once again becoming ,one of the mar powers ,of
the world. He spearheaded the organization of the
Common Market in Europe, and refused' to allow
Cleat Britain to become a part of 'it. He turned
soinst the most loyal ally that France has ever
had, the United ' States, and seemed to try
everything in his power to torpedo the ideals and
purposes for which we had worked for the
common good of Europe and America. He spurned
NATO and asked that its headquarters be moved
out of France. He did everything he could to
devaluate the dollar.
President de Gaulle Wanted more than
anything else to become a world power. . .the
powerful ruler of a powerful country. But lie never
made the grade. He has gone the way of
dictators.
Europeans are now apprehensive about the
immediate future of France, and well they should
be. But with or without de Gaulle.. France was
headed for serious trouble anyway. The
Communist-led labor unions are getting ready to
renew their demand. for 10 to 12 per cent wage
*creases; there is .widespread unrest in the
secondary schools of the country and the situation
is also uneasy on college and university campuses.
Merchants and shopkeepers are unhappy over
provisions of France's social security and tax
structure and are demanding reforms which would
be more costly to the government.
So it could just be that Charles de Gaulle sees
the handwriting on the wall and used Sunday's
election returns as an excuse to retreat behind the
walls of his country before his regime crumbled
around his proud head. In any event, his
resignation marks the end of an era. A strong man
has fallen, and not only France but the entire free
world awaits the future with a certain amount of
fear and trembling.








Abort G. way, farm*, bon
hissamaa, sad Ace chateau of
the thiversity of Kasbo*Board
of Trustees, was aassad "Ma of
he Year in Kentucky Apia&
bra" tooled (April 3:11) by Os
Farm Press and Radio Ammar.
don of Kimbsdry.
The Association , composed of
tarra vrtters and broadcasters,
year selects a
who has mads outstanding cos-
tributioas to he sttte's agrksil-
turd progress.
Mr. Clay, a graduate of Duke
and Harvard Universities, has
long bow an active him and
agribasiaass leader in the Co-
mmonwealth and the nation. He
grows 32 acres of burley tobacco
and broads Thoroughbreds cubit;
1,0004cre farm in central Ken-
tucky.
He is president of the Clay
Tobacco Company and helped or-
ganise the Burley Auctioo Ware-
house Association. Helms served
or is presently serving on the
National Tobacco Industry Ad-
visory Committee, the National
Tobacco Tax Council, the Toba-
cco Sales Committee, and the
Kneadry Burley Festival.
Mr, Clay1 a native of Mt. Ster-
ling, Ky., serves as a director
of the Mt. Sterling Chamber of
Commerce and the Kentucky Cha-
mber of Commerce. He also
holds directorships on the Ken-
tucky Independent College Foun-
dation and the Kentucky Thorou-
ghbred Breeders Association.
He is chairman of the boards
of Spindletop Research Institute
and the Federal Reserve Bank
of Cleveland. His business inter-
ests include fertiliser compan-
ies, a clothing store, a radio
station, and a bank.
The presentation was made at
the University of Kaotucky
al Houma on the Lexington campus
during the 15th mond award
quet of the Farm Press lux1Ra10
Association of Kentucky.
Mr. Clay was presenteda stir-
' ling ,Iver bowl ars; Mrs. Clay,
the former Lorraine Case N
of Daytona Beach, Fla., received
a bouquet of red roses.
Why should it be thought a thing incredible with
you, that God should raise the dead? -Acts 24:11.
If we believe that God created man to live in this
world, it should be easy to believe that He can preserve
life beyond what we call death.
( Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS














LISBON ell - Former Pre.
star Antonio Oliveira Salazar.
replaced when he neariy died
of a snake last fall, celebrated
Is 80th birthciay today with his
first broadest to the nation
since he was stricken. Salazar
thanked the wilco had sent him
meosges of sympathy.
There were more than 30
ancient cities named Apollonia.





open its lovely imam and gar-
dens is a Spring her. All the
leases were built hem 1111/5
* 1064 and with Nut amosplisa
al two ad favorites ste Wog
shows tee the fiat abas.la wlfl
be • memorable ezpstiseseMs
visit them rare homes.
The houses will be ow he
10 am. to 5 p.m. on Setarday,
Nay 01, and from 1 p.m. to II
pm. ea Seedily, May 211. Ad-
price is $1 each place
As ea put years, luncheos will
be served both days from 12 to
I p.m. at the Inatork Hunt Mar-
• House. 201 North Mill
Street for $2. There will be an
air conditioned bus tour on Sat-
urday only. Bus fare is M per
day or $2O per half day with
house admissios tickets 81 each.
A bargain package deal for $10
will include bus fare, admission
to all six houses, and luncheon
at the Hunt Morgan House, bat
reservations must be received
before May 21, by Mrs. Jahn
Whoosh, Hunt Morgan House,
address above, telephone 233-
1715. Buses will leave from the
Chamber of Commerce Build-
ing, 239 North Broadway, at
9:30 am. and from Hunt Mor-
gan House et 1 p.m.
The following houses are to
be open and location maps will
be available:
Lare's End, home of Mr. and
Mrs. William Robinson; Spriag
Hill, home of Mr. and Mrs. WS
ham Sphar; Hunter's Rest, home
of Mr. and Mrs. .11111W26 B. Al-
len; Cottage-in-the-wood, home
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Pre-
witt; Botherum. home of Mr.
Curtis Harrison; Hartfield,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Hart Ha-
les.
, We will be grateful if you
lean publicize this tour several
times in your paper.
My sincere appreciatioa,




-..11FAMONCIMION- MID- - Two
41181111rommis him lehoduced a
Is warranty" bill to re-
quire memolacturers to repair
or repines faulty products
quielly and at no charge. Reps.
James G. O'Hara, D-Mich., and
John E. Mom, D-Celif., said
their legislation would require
maoanchtional guarantees teat
the merchandise is free of de-
hots and that warranties be
in "understandable"
ienguage. They Wed examples
shoddy merehandise uncov-
ered by a federal trade orim-
rniewion task force.
THE ULTIMATE
T1TUSVIII.F, pa. gyp The
latest award in town has gone
to William Hunter for "meritor-
ious mourning service and uo-
surpassed attendance at tuner-
ale." Hunter, an undertaker,
has attended more than 2.000
funerals in his career.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED FUSS UCTERNATIONAL
PARIS - Statement by the political arm of the Viet Cong offering
to help get the Paris peace talks going again:
"The delegation of the South Vietnam National Front for Liber-
ation NLF is ready to enter into discussions with the other parties
so as to make the conference move forward."
LONDON - Dr. Michael Bialoguski, who rented the New Philhar-
monica Orchestra to realize his lifelong ambition of conducting a
symphony orchestra, after the concert:
"I feel like a squeezed out lemon."
CHARLESTON, S. C. • Mrs. Coretta King, widow of Martin Luther
King, addressing hospital workers on strike in Charleston:
"1 want to have the privilege of marching with you."
NEW YORK Carlos Vieira, who gave a kidney to his sister:
"I can live with one kidney."
Ten Years Ago Today
IHDGEe. a TIMES PILE
 1
Mrs. John Cathcart, age 72, died April 29 at her borne in Hazel.
Officers of the Murray Ministerial Association are Rev. T. A.
Thacker, pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church, and Rev. William
G. Spearman, pastor of the College Presbyterian Churchr.
The Murray State Marching Band is in Louisville where they will
be the official honor band at this year's Kentucky Derby.
Harry L. Lovett, seaman, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson
Lovett of Dexter, is serving aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS Franklin D Roosevelt operating with the U. S. Sixth Fleet in
the Mediterranean.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES PILE
May 1 has been designated as "Go To Sunday School Day" over
the state of Kentticky. A local minister urges each .one to attend.
The second meeting of the Spring Decorating course being at the
Murray Training School home economics depiuriment will be held
May 2. Fifty-two persons attended last week's meeting on refinish-
ing furniture.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Walker of Selmer; Term., announce the
birth of a son, Thomas Lee, born Aeril 25. Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Churchill are the maternal granWarents.
Officers of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
elected for the new year are Mrs. Clara Griffin, Mrs. Harm West,
Mrs. Howard Titsworth, and Mrs. Norman Hale.
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Did you ever wonder where
your social security taxes go?
Did you ever worry that the soci-
al security system might go bro-
ke before you ever bec '.me eligib-
le for monthly benefits? Here is
some information that should set
your mind at ease on both quest-
ions.
Social Security taxes go into
a federally administeAd trust
fund. This trust fund is used only
to pay social security benefits
and the operating expenses of
the Social Security Administrat-
ion. Any money which is not
needed currently for these pur-
poses is invested in United Stat-
es Government bonds, A hnard
of trustees, composed of the
Secretaries of Treasury, Labor,
and Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, is responsible for holding
the funds and for making reports
on them to Congress.
From time to time rumors and
reports are started which try
to show that the trust funds are
going broke or are not soundly
,financed. These reports are fal-
se. Trust fund assets late in
1968 exceeded $28 billion,
The social security system
has been reviewed a number of
times by grows of independent,
1300 - governmental representat-
ives of business, insurance, and
labor organizations, and found
to be soundly financed. The es-
timates available covering the
next 75 years show that income
from contributions and interest
on invested assets will be more









Klima oats Dati Mum sits on CAST
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.. . the story of an In-
dian boy and his horse.
and future benefits as they fall
disk In fact, since the law pro-
vides for compulsory coverage
of rehire generations of workers,
the social security system is as
financially sound for the future
as it is for the present.
.411•••••=r-
NEEDS WATCHDOG
JERSEY CITY, N. J. WI -
During his campaign for city
counciimen Monis PaPitn's Ao-
gen hes bean! "Whit Jersey
City needs is a watchdog."
While-ning over the
weekend Penn was bitten by a
German **herd dog.
"Having experienced at first
hend the bite of a watchdog, I
can understand the apprehen-
thin of public officials if I am
elected," Patin mid.
811/EAT COMPORT'
CHUM, England tell -
Froth Ballard who died hi Feb-
ruary at 82, lett her five geese
in the care of her housek
er, Mrs. Olive Green, along
with $4,800 for their mainten-
MCC
"Mrs. Itailard couldn't bear to
think of her geese gains to
someone the didn't know," Mrs.
Green said. "They were her
VIM comfort."
ft-
- APRIL 30, 1989
Alumnae
by United Press Internattimic V
Today is Wednesday, April
30, the 120th day of 1989 with
215 to follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Met
cury and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
hi 1789, George Washington
was sworn in at New York City
as the filet president of the
United States.
In 1045, Adolf Hitler com-
mitted suicide in a bunker and
Russian troops captured the
Reichstag in Berlin.
Last year police cleared de-
monstrators from buildings atw
Columbia University. More than
700 persona were arrested.
A thought for the day -!
Daniel Webster raid, "Justice, '
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Starts Thursday, May 1st
'100 • Sale SPORT COATS.10
FAMOUS BRANDS ... YOU KNOW THEM
at '79.95 $75.00 _ Sale at 159.95
110  Sale at 82.95 32.50  Sale at 25.95
125  Sale at 99.95 
YEAR ROUND SUITS
$ 49.95 _ Sale at 144.95
105 _ _ _ Sale at 79.00
115 ___ Sale at 87.00
125 _ _ _ Sale at 96.00
80 _  Sale at 60.00
$70.00 _ _ _ _ Sale at '52.50
65.00 _ _ _ _ Sale at 48.75
59.50 _ _ _ _ Sale at 47.50
62.50 _ _ _ _ Sale at 49.95
YEAR ROUND SPORT COATS
COORDINATES - SPORT COATS and SLACKS
Reg. $55.00  On Sale At 144.00
SPORT COATS - '45 Now '36; 835 Now '28;
$29.95 Now '23.45
SAVE UP TO 40% ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK
EXCEPT UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, TIES
REECES & THE STAG SHOP
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Pilots Squeak By Angels,





Marty Pattin came within four
of pitching the American
's first no-hitter of the
Season Tuesday and wound up
with a two-hitter as the Pilots
defeated the Angels 1-0 on Larry
Baney's eighth-inning homer. Pa-
160 pitched a no-hitter until Tom
Satriano singled with two out in
the eighth and allowed only one
more hit, a ninth-inning single
by Jim Fregosi.
The victory raised Pattin's
record to 3-1 for the season and
marked his first complete game
In the major leagues. He appear-
ed in 52 games for the Angels
In 1968 buy only four of them
*re starts and his won-lost
record was 4-4.
The Detroit Tigers scored
three runs in the ninth inning
to beat the Washington Sena-
NFL May Move
Three Teams
NEW YORK UPI. TheNational
Football League may be asking
Ser volunteers within the next
lays; and that's liable to
cause quite a ruckus.
During the next few days the
NFL may ask three teams to
'Bove voluntarily into the Amer.
Football League for the i970
season so that the two leagues
can officially begin their first
joint season under terms of the
Merger agreed to in 1966.
Whether this situation occurs
aspens on whether or not the
wain can reach awe.*
taint or by the end of the week,
on the proper realignment of
ipams for next year.
There are currently threepro-
posaLs for realignment before
the owners, and the one which is
drawing the most support calls
for the transfer of the NFL tea-
ms into the AFL to balance each
league at 13 teams apiece.
Under this new proposal there
would be a National and Ameri-
can Conference set up with the
Gams in each conference arran-
ged in divisions of 4-4-5.
The advantage of this propo-
sal is that it enables each league
to keep its own identity. The AFL,
-which finally came into its own
last season is heavily in favor
of this plan as is Pete Rozelle,
the commissioner of both leagu-
es.
The other two proposals be-
Ore the owners consist of I com-
plete realignment of the two lea-
gues and 2 the matching of five
AFL teams with two four-team
NFL divisions. In each case,
each conference created would
set up in a 4-4-5 divLsional man-
tier.
tors, 5-4, the Minnesota Twins
whipped the Kansas City Royals,
9-1 and the Boston Red Sox de-
feated the New. York Yankees,
2-1, in other AL games.
In the National League, San
Francisco beat Cincinnati, 4-3,
New York topped Philadelphia,
10-0, Atlanta shaded Houston, 2-1,
and Los Angeles edged San Die-
go 2-1.
Haney, who was drafted from
the Baltimore Orioles, hit his
first homer of the season in the
eighth to hand Jim McGlothlin
the defeat. It was the second
loss for McGlothlin, who allowed
six hits, struck out five and
walked one.
Mickey Stanley doubled with
one out and the bases filled in
the ninth to drive in three runs
for the Tigers- and snap the
Senators' five-game winning str-
eak. The blow came off Dennis
Higgins and ended a string of
36 consecutive scoreless innings
by Washington relief pitchers.
Dick Radatz, who pitched the
last three innings for the Tigers,
was the winner.
Harmon Killebrew hit the eigh-
th grand slam andv401st homer
of his career for the big blow
in the Twins' 14-hit attack on
Roger Nelson and three relief
pitchers. Dick Woodson allowed
nine hits but struck out five to
.nnone his first major league-vic-
tory. John Roseboro had four
singles and Killebrew, Ted Uh-
laender, Rod Carew. and Rich
Reese two hits each for the
Twins,
Mike Nagy gained credit for
his first major league win with
the help of 2 1-3 innings of hit-
less relief by•Sparky Lyle. The
Red Sox, who dealt Melt Stottle-
rnyre his first loss after five
victories , spored both their
funs In the §eventh inning on
Tony Conigliaro's double, Sid
O'Brien's single, a wild pitch,
a walk and Tom Tresh's wild





HOUSTON UPI - In a move
to permit Arnold Palmer to play
in the U. S. Open without qualify-
ing rounds, the executive secre-
tary of the Houston Golf Assoc-
iation suggested Tuesday the US-
GA exempt all former Open winn-
ers.
Palmer, golf's all-time leading
money winner who won the Open
in 1960, will uave to play in qual-
ifying rounds to participate in
this year's open in Houston. Pre-
sent PGA rules exempt Open wi-
nners for five years.
"It should be at least 10 years,
or better yet-why not exempt a
champion as long as he's an
active tour player?" said Bob
Rule, executive secretary of the
Houston Golf Association, spon-
sors of this year's Open.
"It seems to me that a five-
year exemption is too short,"
aleesaat larbe-it fen me
to tell the USGA how to run its
business."
The top 15 'finishers in the
previous Open, the top 15 money
winners of the year, along with
the PGA, U. S. Amateur and the
British Open champs are also
exempt from qualifying for the
Open.
111E HACklJE,, Holland UPI -
Togn Okker, a I tch tennis pro,
made a •i A t of the Order
of Orange Nassau by Queen Jul-















Houston 4 19 .173 11%
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 10 Phila 0, night
New York 2 Montreal 0
San Fran 4 Cin 3, 13 inns.
St. Liana at Pins ppd., wet
Atlanta 2 Roueem 1, night




Chicago 18 6 .72'7
Pittsburgh 12 7 .632
St. Louie 8 11 421
New York 8 11 .421
Phila. 7 11 .389












Baltimore 15 7 .682
Boetcn 11 6 .579
New York 11 9 .550
Detroit 10 9 .526
Wash. 11 11 .500
Cleveland 1 15 .062
West
W. L. Pct.
Minn. 12 7 .632
Oakland 10 9 .556
Chimgo 8 7 .533
Kansas City 8 10 444
Seattle 7 10 412
Cake. 6 9 .400
Tuesday's Results
Minnesota 9 Kan City 1
Seattle 1 California 0
Beaton 2 N. Y. 1, night
Balt at Cleve, ppd., rain
Detynt 5 Wash 4, night














Giants Edge aleiciwrail 4-3 In Thirteen Innings




rrorizing San Francisco's op-
ponents.
Bond's single in the 13th inn-
ing, his fourth hit of the game,
scored Hal Lander from third
with the winning run Tuesday
as the Giants beat the Cincinn-
ati Reds, 4-3, their eighth con-
secutive victory.
Bonds' game-winning blow ca-
me after he had hit a two-run
homer, his fourth of the season,
in the eighth inning to briefly
put the Giants in the lead at 3-2.
- One-Man Show
Hiatt was practically a one-
man show for the Giants last
week, driving in 13 runs and wi-
nning three games with base
hits. Bonds has been just as hot
this week.
Elsewhere in the National Lea-
gue, Chicago routed Philadelphia
10-0, Los Angeles edged San Diee
go, 2-1, New York blanked Mon-
treal, 2-0 and Atlanta nipped
Houston, 2-1. The St. Louis Pitts-
burgh game was called because
of bad weather.
Ron Hunt, the Giants' second
baseman, tied a major league
record by getting hit by pitches
three times in one game. It was
last done by Mel Ott in 1938.
The victory kept the Giants in
a tie for the National League's-
Western Division lead with Los
Angeles, which pushed across
two runs in the first inning and
then held off a ninth-inning San
STEWART WINS
ADENAU, Germany ant —
Jackie Stewart, the Flying Scot,
drove her Marta -Ford through
the Eifel Mountains to win the
International Formula 2 auto
Nee.
_ Jo Setae of Switzerland was
discoed in a BMW and Jean-
Pierre Belton* drove his Ma-
tra- Sport to a third place fin-
Diego rally to best the Padres.
Relieves in Ninth
Jim Brewer relieved withtwoLast week it was Jack Hiatta n and none out in the ninth. HeNow it's Bobby Bonds who's tiacoaded
the bases before getting
pinch-hitter Ed Spied() on a pop
out for the third out.




handed Mayfield its first loss of
the -season but split a double-
header with the Cardinals here
Tuesday afternoon.
It was the first defeat for the
Red Birds after seven straight
triumphs. Mayfield is the de-
fending regional champion.
Murray won die opener 8-7,
but dropped the second game
3-0.
In the licllifter, the Tigers rang
up a pair of runs in the bottom
of the sixth frame to overcome
a 74 deficit. Reliever Wayne
Henry of Murray earned his
first decision of the campaign.
Ricky Lampkin and John
Walker each had two hits for
Murray and Ronnie King and
Mike Smith each had two safe-
ties for the Cards. Mayfield's
Jimmy Brandon slamed a triple.
In the second clash, David
Fowler yielded only two hits
and shut out the hosts, giving up
a single and a double. The two.
bagger was hit by Mike Smith.
Fowler and Tom Perkins each
had two hits for Mayfield.
FIRST GAME
Coif ield 501 010 0-7 8 3
110 4011 x-4 4 11
Perkinas Fowler OP and Lameklet.
Williams, Henri' CD. GtOPAn AK
— '
SECOND GAME - —
illaulieid 200 01-3 S 4
.durray . ...... 000 00-0 5 0
Fowler oil DIMOrint. Cretan and
Brandoc.
Injured wrist, drove in four runs
with a single, homer and two
sacrifice flies and FergusonJen-
kins pitched a four-hitter as the
Cubs ripped Philadelphia to im-
prove their hold on first place
In the Eastern Division. Don
Kessinger had three hits and
scored four runs for the Cubs.
Ed Kranepool hit his first two
homers of the season and Jerry
Koosman and Nolan Ryan teamed
for a six-hitter as the Mets blank-
ed the Expos.
Kranepool's homers, in the
second and sixth, came off Jim
Grant. Koosman started for New
York and allowed only two hits
before being forced to retire in
the fifth with a sore shoulder.
Ryan, who gained credit for the
victory, struck out seven during
his 42-3 innings.
Milt Pappas, the starting pit-
cher, singled home the deciding
run in the fourth inning to lead
Atlanta over Houston and hand
the Astros their seventh straight
loss.
Pappas, who needed relief help
from Cecil Upshaw after seven
Innings, singled sharply with two
out to score Clete Boyer, who
opened the inning with a walk
and took second on an infield
out.
Orlando Cepeda's sacrifice fly
accounted for the Braves' first
run and helped send Houston to
its 12th consecutive road loss.
111
JUST A STEP AWAY from victory,
Carla Coffey of Murray State reaches
Ow tape at the end of the 440-yard re-
lay, trailed by Susan DiSierra of Memphis
State. tt was the first women's intercol-
legiate track meet for Memphis State,
and Murray State was too strong, winning
every event for an 84-15 victory on the
Tiger trees.




NEW YCRK UPI - Okay, I'll go
stand in the corner. But Lou
Brock will have to come with me.
I was wrong and so was he and
neither of us would be awareof it
yet if it wasn't for this one par-
ticular tan who went to such len-
gths that he finally ran up against
the police.
That's another story and I'll
get to it but first the explanation
why I should go stand in the cor-
ner. Lou Brock, too.
Maybe you remember that play
involving Brock in the fifth inning
of the fifth game which stirredup
the biggest controversy in the
1968 World Series. He came into
home plate standing up and was
called out after Detroit catcher
Bill Freehan tagged him because
umpire Doug Harvey said he
hadn't touched the plate.
Upon viewing photographs of
the play later, Brock conceded
they made it look as if he had
missed the white portion of the
plate, then added that he might
have touched the black beveled
edge of home plate and that
counted, too.
I wrote what Brock said Ind
agreed he had a point whereupon
a tan in Philipsburg, Pa., became
upset. The fan's name is Richard
Henwood and he's a thorough
man. He took some time about it
but he didn't let either Brock or
me off the hook.
"You and Lou Brock should
do a little research," he wrote
In a recent letter. "First, the
black edge of home plate is not
part of home base. Read rule
1.05. The beveled black bordered
edge is covered with dirt when
the batters box is properly pre-
pared and is not part of the
strike zone and consequently not
part of the plate in respect to the
rules regarding touch play."
Henwood goes on to say he
became a little tired hearing
people claim the black border
around the plate actually was
part of the strike zone because
he knew it was not and also knew
the size of the border varied in
different parks.
So he decided to do something
about it.
Does Homework
"I took the liberty of measur-
ing home plate at Forbes Field,"
he says. "This action was taken
between games of a doublehead-
er. I didn't disrupt the program
other than regard the ground-
skeepers about SO seconds.
"Oh yes, the police who usher-
ed me out were a little busy but
not much as I didn't resist."
If a fan like Henwood could.
go to all that trouble, 1 felt the
least! could do was investigate
the black border some more.
Most baseball people admitted
they didn't know whether the
border was actually part of the
plate or not. In fact, some didn't
even know there was a black
border!
I looked up rule 1.05 and it
was somewhat ambiguous, saying
"home base shall be marked by
a five-sided slab of whitened
rubber," and adding "the top
edges of borne base shall be
beveled," but nowhere was there
any mention of a black border.
So I went to the man who
wrote the rule, Jim Gallagher
of the commissioner's office,
and without.batting an eye he
said.
"The black border is riot part
of home plate. Nor is it part of
the strike zone, nor would it
count if Lou Brock did touch it
in the World Series."
I figured Lou Brock would
like to know this big of earth-
shaking news and he accepted it
like the fine leftfielder he is.
Surprise
"I admit I don't know all the
rules in the book, but I'm cer-
tainly surprised to find out this
one about the black border," said
the St. Louis Cardinals' speed-
ster. "I think if you run a poll
on it among big league ballplay-
ers, you'll find 99 per cent of
them wouldn't know the rule and
would feel the same way about
it as I did, And about that fan who
came up with it, I think if he
started digging for gold in the
middle of New York City he'd
find it." r • •
Straightening out the business
of the black border points up
how often misconceptions are
perpetuated.
Many people in the country,
for example, aren't even sure
about the words which make up
their own national anthem. This
was proven when some ball clubs
flashed the words on their score-
boards and great confusion resul-
ted over whether the third line
of the Star Spangled Banner actu-
ally is:
Whose broad str4aes and bright
stars through the Piriolous fight,
or:
Whose broad stripes and bright
stars through the perilous night.
Most people aren't sure at all
which one is right and a number
of military and naval agencies
offer conflicting answers. •
I'd tell you which really is
correct but I'm in the corner
already and not looking for any
more arguments.
Here's a tip: Lou Brock knows
the right answer to this one.
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 753-3852












































































































































Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern dar atteaded Prised-
ship night held by Afford Meis-
ter at Aaron es Friday WOW
They ware Mr. mad Mrs.
William Moffett, Mr. and eke
Mormon Klapp, Mr. tad Mrs
Howard McNeely. Mrs. addene
Robinson, Mrs. June Crider
Mrs. Brenda Newberry, a a
Mrs Judith Jackets. Mrs New-
berry, condo:treat esti Willem
Moffett, represented the Ma
ray chapter.
• • •
Buford H. Beaston of Mar-





us Officers At Meet▪ me Calloway County Ifigh
fess School MLA Chapter held its
so regular monthly *meeting 0 a
• p April 22 in the school gym.
After Atte meeting was called to
order by Preaideet Artie Edna
line the officers said the open-
▪ ing reads
At the meetiog. JIM Garri-
son, President of Ryan Milk
Company, was gem the award
for being an outstanding boo
inesasnea and became an baster-
, ary member of the club. After
-Mr. Garrison received the a-
ward he gave a abort talk in
which he thanked the club for
the honor.
Other items of hominess were
Iodise about going to the eon-
vaillas and the election of the
Med ellaers. The officers 'no.
Imo ther zest year are Preskent,
• - Cleaver, .vice-preeditall.
—1111iiEr Genus; recording aese-
biT Darnell: correspond-
big secretary, Martha Beale;
detester, Dwayne FuLkeriass;
Wineter. Terry Broach:
lems, Gail. Johnson and Da
bre Kitchell.
The meeting was adjourned
at WOO and the club members
relitinee, d to their dames w-















Club held its regular monthly
meeting at the Comanmity Cas-
ter on Monday. April 21, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the even
ing.
Mrg AA- Aikidos. gresidead.
pr.-sided The women voted to
send a delegate to the Mate
convention at Frankfort
11-1243.
Guest speaker for the rega-
ins was Max Hurt who is the
Republican candidate kr state
representative in the
election.
Hostesses for the gloating
were Mrs Don Robison',
Mayas Whitnell, and ltrs Olin
Moore.
• • •
TWO OF A KIND
MALTON, England (twl) -
Officials at Mallon Zoo said
Sunday they are cancelling ar-
nonth , rangernents for bringing a male
tray, whale from the United States
aid - ' to mate with Cuddles, the pride
raffk of the Maltese whale tank. They
-,ountri said they have learned that
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153-1917 ss Deborah Lee Dibble Is Married ToMoue ea 7113-4N7
bert W. Diers At Fort Leonard Wood
Miss Nancy Brooks Exchanges Vows
With Howard Mayne In Ceremony
At Broadway United Methodist Church
MEL HOWARD ANDREW MAYME
Miss Nassey Geo Brooks.
daughter of 111*Cand Mrs. Cid'
Brooks of Muer''', became the
bride of Howard Andrew
Mayne, ma of Mr. and Mrs. Xes
Moyne of Converse. Indium.
The impressive double ring
'ceremony was read on Saturday,
March 29, at two o'clock Is the
afternoon at the Broadway Un-
ited Methodist Church, Indiana-
polis, bd.
Rev. Larry Curti* officiated
at the wedding. A program of
nuptial music was presented by
the organist and the soloist,
Min Judy Gustaffaunt.
Bridle's Dross
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in her
wedding gown of white linen
deldosed with a full length
Ml. skirt with a chapel train.
The bodice was appliqued with
white daisies and had elbow
length sleeves. Her veil was at-
tached to • linen cap appliqued
with daisies.
She carried a bouquet of Eu-
dora lilies and white rosebuds.
Miss Beverly Brooks of Birm-
ingham, Alabama, sister of the
bride was the maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were Miss Jo
Ann Harrington and Miss Lin-
da Butler, both of Indianapolis,
Ind.
The attendants wore navy
linen floor length gowns in
sleeveless fashion with white
leather belts at the raised
waistline. They wore white lea-
ther shoes end gloves with
white linter hats.
Each of the attendants car-
ried a bouquet of pink earns-
tions and roses.
John Komplett: of indianepo-
Lis, lad., served se best man for
Mr. Mayne. The ushers were
Robert Sain of Bloomington
V1S
CPOSIENT At peace with the world and 65 pounds lighter.
ape.c. 5 Thomas van Putten. 21. who escaped from the Viet
Cong in Vietnam after 14 months' irnprisormient. is helped
oy his parents. Mr and Mrs.. Harry M van Putten. av
arrives at Glenvle Watil Air Station. III.
mad Charles Waggoner of In-
diempolis, Ind.
.11s bride's mother chose to
war for her daughter's wedd-
ing an aqua blue double knit
dress with a whimsey of differ-
ent shades and navy blue se-
memories. An orchid was her
engage.
Mrs. Mayne. mother of the
gro-m, wore a lime green lace
dress with a cage coat and mat-
ching- accomeries Her corsage
was an orchid.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the Gar.
den Room of Riley Center at
Indianapolis, Ind.
The couple left for a wedd-
ing trip in the Southern slates
with the bride wearing an en-
semble of light grey double
knit with full length coat and
her accessories of a darker
shade of gray. Her corsage was
of lilies and rosebuds.
Mrs. Mayne is a graduate of
Murray State University and
has done graduate work at the
University of Tennessee. She is
employed as a bio chemist at
the Eli Lilly Company, Indiana-
The groom is a graduate of
Culver Military Academy and
Indiana University. He is at-
tending the Indians University
low School at Indianapolis. He
Is a member of Phi Delta Phi,
legal fraternity, and of Phi
Gamma Delta, social fraternity.
Mr. Mayne is employed at the
Legal Services Organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayne are now
at home at 4312 Greenbrier
Apartments, hxlianapolis, Ind.
• • •
Miss Judy Downs Is
Honored At. Party
Ai Douglass Home
Miss Judy Downs, bride-elect
of Don McClure, was the guest
of honor at a Coke party bold
at the home of Mrs. Earl Deed.
lass on Saturday morning, April
19.
The honoree wore an aqua
knit dress complimented by a
yellow daisy corsage.
Friends called after ten V.
clock and were served Coble
from a table overlaid with a
beige linen cloth with straw
plotters holding dainty refresh-
ments. The house was decorated
throughout with spring flow-
er,.
Miss DM/MI was presented
with a wedding gift of silver by
the hostess.
• • •
-1 NNE R SANCTUM-
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Pre-
sident Nixon's second working
office, which he calls his "in-
ner sanctum" for close work
with his staff, is almost ready
for ocrupilliey, The' alternate of-
fice is located in the Executive
Office Building, next door to
the White House. Nixon plans
to continue to receive visitors
In the more formal Oval Office
'in the White Neese proper.
liVashusodilig. Awl a
The annual kick off ogles
for the Calloway County Os
try Club lady "Oen will be
held at else sas at the did.
Triaged and iodise day dues
will be accepted.
• • •
District 17 of the MBA Lic-
ensed Practical Nunes will
meet in the conferesce no.
of the Misray-Cellowey Coady
Hospital at seven p.m. Mem-
hers note change in dies
• • •
Thursday, May I *1#
A household shower for lEr.
and Mrs. James Morris mad
their five children whose home
and contents were destroyed by
fire will be held at the Dexter
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Comnumilt
Center.
• • •
The Town and Country Home-
makers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Anthooy Meow
1719 Magnolia, at 7:30 p. in.
• • • ,
The Garden Department
the Murray Woman's Club meet
at the club house at 1:30 p.
This will be guest day. 1i'.
at are Mesdames Noel Melughl,
Kenton Miller, Ed Frank Kirk,
W. H. Mason, J. D. Murphy, L
W. Paschall, Alton Smith, Ru-
dolph Thurman, L. E. McSerain,
and Guy Billingtoo.
• • •
The Lutheran Women's KM
emery League will meet in the
chapel lounge of the Imman-
uel Church at 7:30 p.
• • •
Members of Purchase Area
Homemakers Club will meet at
Thurman's Furniture Store,
Murray, at ten a.m. for special
training for the lessons on
"Trends In Home Furnishings".
• • •
Friday, May 2
The Senior Citizens will meet
at 12 noon at the Community
Center. Hostesses will be Mes
dames Birdie Parker, Celia
Crawford, Jewel Parks, and Ed-
na McReynolds.
• • •
Chureti Women United of
Murray and Calloway Coney
will have its May Fellowship
Day program at the hamonuel
Lutheran Church at 11 a. in. A
potluck luncheon will be served.
. . .
Carter Elementary School
will hold its annual spring mu-
sic festival in the Murray High
School auditorium at 7:30 p. m.
• • •
Saturday, May 3
A Derby Day dinner dance
will be held at the Calloway
County Country Club from
seven p.m. to one am. The din-
ner will be catered by t be
"House of Grace" end music
will be by the Four C's. Make
reservations by May 2 with
Messrs and Mesdames Wood-
fin MAJOR], Gingles Wallis,
Charles Sexton, Vernon Stub-
blefield, Jr, John Querter.
mous, Robert 0. Miller, John
Livessy, or John J. Roach.
• • •
Wednesday, May 7
The ladies of the Oaks Coun-
try Club will have a luncheon
and fashion show in the club
lounge at 12:15 p.m. Reservat-
ions may be made by calling
Mrs. Robert Hendon 733-5714
or Mrs. J. E. Garrison 753-5383
prior to May S.
• • •
KEEPS TRADITION
WASHINGTON era - In
keeping with a tradition dating
beck to Martha Washington,
Provident Nixon signed legisla-
tion Monday giving lIts Mamie
free mailing privile-
dr 1be root of bar life.
HI-year-old beauty Judith Anne
Ford of Belvidere. Illinois,
crowned Miss America of 1969,
proudly crosses her regal sceptre
o
with the Swirc-d of Hope, 
synibolf the Anieri an Cancer Society.
She urges all Americans to sup-
port the Sociaty's 1969 Crusade
which raisin funds for research,
education and service to patients.
MRS. ROBERT W. DIES
(Photo By Love)
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin H. Dibble, no Woodlawn, Murray.announce the marriage of their daughter. Deborah Lee, to Rob-ert D. Diers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lorenz H. Diers of Fenton, Mich-igan.
Chaplain Charles Moreland performed the double ringceremony at four o'clock in the evening on Friday, April 18, inthe Protestant Chapel at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri
The bride, given in marriage by her,fattrer, was attended
by Miss Cathy Beamer of Sacramento, California, sorority sister
of the bride.
Joseph Locke, fraternity brother of Fenton, Mich., served
as best man.
Only the immediate families were present.
Mrs. Diers will continue her- studies at Murray State Uni-
versity this semester and will join her husband at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma. Private Diers, a graduate of Murray State University.
Is now serving with the United States Army and will be enter-




Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Skinner
were honored on Saturday,
April 36, with an informal lun-
cheon held at their home on
Ryan Avenue by a mull group
lof relatives in observance of
theirSOth wedding anniversary.
The meal was served from
the table overlaid with a white
]inen cutvrork cloth centered
with a fruit arrangement in co-
lors of yellow and gold.
Mrs. Skinner wore a yellow
and gold corsage with an aqua
double knit dress.
Rev. and Mrs. Skinner were
married in Murray at the home
of the kite Rev. H. B. Taylor
who performed the ceremony.
They are the parents of one
son, Dr. William C. Skinner,
manager operations of Mobil
Oil Research, Central Research
laboratories in Princeton, New
Jersey. His wife is the former
Miss Janelle Pantes ,of Dallas,
Texas. They have three chil-
dren, David, Ames, and Con-
nie.
Those present for the anni-
versary luncheon were Mrs.
Norval Short, Mrs. Zollie Nora-
worthy, Mrs. Lee Donelson,
Mrs. Purdom Lassiter, and the
honored couple.
Others unable to be present
but sharing in gifts were Mr.
and Mrs. Odell, Colson, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Harrell, and Mr. and
Mrs. Orval Whitlow and mo-
ther.
Earlier plans for a reception
by the children of Rev. and Mrs.
Skinner honoring their parents
were compelled to be cancelled




- 'It's better to use the type of
chocolate or cocoa that a recipe
specifies, since each has its own
special properties. But if you
must substitute, use the
following equivalents:
To substitute cocoa for
chocolate, use 3 tablespoons of
cocoa plus 1 tablespoon of
shortening in recipes that call for
I square (1 ounce) of chocolate.
To substitute cocoa for
chocolate in beverages, use only
2/3 as much cocoa by weight, or
3 to 3 1 12 tablespoons for each
ounce of chocolate called for.
Because cocoa tends to thicken
more than chocolate, it makes a
stronger flavor.
NEW POLICY
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Army and the Air Force will
adopt a new policy of personal-
ly notifying the next of kin of
seriously wounded servicemen,
according le Rep James G. O'-
Hara, D-ffSch. The Navy and
Marine Corps already follow
such a procedure.
Eraremely wide ties tend to
make a heavy man look heavier.
A wide man mit -to weer the
narrower ties lay 3 to 3%
inches.
BIG TURNOVER
CHICAGO (UPI) - Officials
at O'Hare International Air-
port my all of the Department
of Transportauon's 100 new
signs warning of penalties fan
ing hijackers have been stoles.
FAULTLESS LOGIC
LONDON (UPI) - Joyce
Leach, one of the miniskirted
employes of a department store-
chain where the girls are ask-
ing permission to wear trous-
ers to work, said today: 'Think
f the difference in being able
to bend down without wasting
five minutes in preparing to."
Commercially prepared sour
cream may be sold under several
different names: dairy sour
cream, cultured cream or salad
cream. •




SAN DIEGO (UN) - Mn.
Patty Gibbons of Inglewood,
Calif., would rather cross a busy
street with her guide dog than
her husband.
Mrs. Gibbons and several
otlf d persons came here
for a blic demonstration of
how a guide dog and his master
work together. Accompanying
them was Eric Renner, director,
of training at the Eye Dog
Foundation at the Southern
California desert community of
Beaumont.
To demonstrate what she
meant, Mrs. Gibbons crossed a
busy street along Balboa Park
several times with her dog,
Marg.
"I'd rather walk Marge than
my husband," Mrs. Gibbons
said. "She's always watching and
sometimes my husband forgets
to guide me. I trust her
judgment co m pletely ."
The Eye Dog Foundation it
the oldest guide dog training
school in the West. It is licensed
by the state and operates on
public subscription. There is no
charge for the person receiving a
Watery Soups
Cost More
KINGSTON, R. I. (UPI) -
Housewives may be paying more
for the water in soup than for
the water from the faucet.
That's the'word from the
University of Rhode bland
College of Education.
Canned soups that
housewives bought until recently'
were either condensed or dried
The consummer added the
water.
Now, a study by the College
of Education Home Economics
Department shows that the new
"just-heat-and-eat" soups have a
higher coat-per-serving price the&
the old-fashioned kind,
Obviously, you are paying more
to have the manufacturer add
the water.
dog.
The foundation trains about
50 dogs a year. The group trains
only female German Shepherds.
"They are more devote‘
easier to train and highly
intelligent," Renner said.
"Any blind person is
qualified to receive a dog," he
said. "The primary requirement
is that the individual be
emotionally and physically
capable of handling one safely."
vot,,e4
BODIES OF TEl OFFENSIVE VICTIMS UNCOVERED -A grief-
stricken relative of one of the more than 400 victims of the
1968 Viet Cong Tet offensive whose bodies were found in
mass graves outside Hue, South Vietnam, is comforted by





Now-Playtex ends annoying leg ride-up
forever with exclusive Magic Cling
Cuffs" on new Playtex* Lycra Panty
Girdles. Reach . .. bend . step
up-the legs stay down, comfortably
in place.
And-you get this exciting new "no
leg ride up" feature on all Playtex
'Lycra Panty Girdles . . so you, can
choose lust the right combination of'
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1 •E LK.,,,,,, 4 4c.COFFEE- LB. 69dEAls• LIBERTY COUPON '
100 Trading Stamps iu0
With Coupon &Purchase of
S10.00 Or More.
Cig. & Tobacco Exc.
Void After _May 5, 1969
LIBERTY COUPON LIBERTY COUPON
50 Trading Stamps 50 50 Treasure
With Coupon & Purchase 50 Tradkng Stamps 50
of 22 Oz. Liquid Chiffon With Coupon & Purchase of
22 Oz. Bottle 43c 3 L•bs. or more Ground Beef i.b. 6 7c..Void After May 5, 1969 void After May bi 1969
LIBERTY COUPON
50 Trading' Stamps 50
With Coupon & Purchase of
I Lb. Pkg. Pimento Cheese
L8. 85c

















































I, By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My mother is a wither in her early severities
who has been "dying" for the post 36 yams. She Maps praying -
to die, and says she "knows" she wM sat live am& bear. The,
doctors tell me there is nothing woes with her.
It ts very depressing to be wind kir. I west to Is a isgal
daughter, but I am so tired at basting kar say distshe In
praying to die, when there are so many pelvis who are praying
-to stay &Bee-
The biggest problem is that she demands as Beech of my
time. I am married and have my ewe tinily, Abby, and I nit
can't run over there and speed every day with her. I feel a
responsibility to my mother, but she makes me feel panty if I
don't see her every shale day. I have three brothers and two
sIsters. Have you say suggestion? TIED TO MOM
DEAR TIED: If you've heard her liming to die" story
for 23 years, yea diseld be need is it by raw. Toe Amid she
realize that she probably doesel men it, and she cold be a
Stile sack. Randle her as yea would a finalising WM. Be
compassionate an inienL butBrio Give her whet time yen
can, and Reel feel gaily Men the rest. Tsar problem is nst
year mother. It's year babillty t• accept a skeane which yea
can't change. •
DEAR ABBY: Irby do parent tenth their children that we
are all "brothers," and therefore 'bald not judge another by
his race, color, or the chord' be goes to. But when their own
ace or daughter gets arises with someone of another race,
religion or color, they wring their hands and say, "Yau.are
breaking oto hearts." Why? MADISON, WIS.
DEAR MADISON: Goof pseetise. Al parents want their
children Is 'save the prated poosibie happiness in ills.
Marriage, at its best, has sassy problems, but • "mixed"
marriage poses eves more. This is not to say that all such
marriages are doomed to Islip/ft is • mixed marriage, tlie
percentages are always again the Mese divided.
DEAR ABBY: "FED UP IN BARTLESVILLE" objected to
the hostess whose kids have to be the coder of attraction while
an adult party is going on. How Oen guests who are called
upon to entertain the DOG?
Regardless of who is ving, this mutt lays a rubber ball
at the guest's feet, and barb tmtil the guest throws the ball to
be retrieved. This of course stops my meaningful aduR
conversation.
Should the guest be so nide as to ignore the dog, the
hostess then proceeds to throw the ball to the far end cif the
large den to be retrieved over and over again, thus
demonstrating to the guest his ill manners in not letting the
mitt show off and be the center of attention.
HAD IT IN HOUSTON
CONFIDENTIAL TO H. F. B.: Beauty is a gift. Charm
int be cultivated. A very perceptive man once said, "A
besdild woman lame I notice. A charming woman is one who
soden 1ME."
Everybody has a problem. What's years, For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box W709. Los Angeles, Cal. WOW and






lb* Calloway County Library District will offer
I or sale by sealed bids the house listed below.
Bids will be received by the Calloway County
library at their Library building at 7th and Main
Illireet until 4:00 P.M., the 15th day of May, 1969.
The J. H. Coleman house, located at
710 West Main Street, Murray, Ky.
This is a 1Y2 story dwelling,
structed of frame.
co
The above listed house is offered for sale to the
highest and beat bidder by sealed bid unttl 4:00
P.M., the 15th day of May, 1969.
The purchaser of this house will be required to
remove same from the lot and clear the site of
rubble within thirty (30) days after the date of
the sale.
he will be made on • lump sum basis for this
house and payment will be agaillaggy-Cloeh or
Check to the Calloway County Library District
immediately upon notification ad the sale award.
Interested in inspecting this house may
contact Mrs. Margaret Trovathan, Comity Li-
brarian, at Calloway County Library, 7th and
Main Street, Murray, Hy.
He Specific Bid Form Is Required
Calloway County Library District
Board of Trustees reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
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36" AND 45" MATERIAL
Cotton, Dacron and Cotton Permanent Press in Sail
Canvas
Fashion ideas.
Poplins in Sunny Spring and Spring-into-Summer
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0 'Well, I'm here," announced
a lady tourist as she walked into
the Tourist Information Center
on the Kentucky Turnpike. "Now,
one, where do. I get someKentuc-
. ky Bourbon, and two, how do 1
drink it?"
This is certainly not the most
commonly asked question in Ken-
tucky's Tourist Information Cen-
ters. It does show, however, the
'variety of queries posed to the
travel specialists who man the
centers to help tourists en)oy
their Kentucky visit.
Over a quarter - million trav-
elers brought inquiries to the
Information Centers in 1968. Th-
ey received road directions and
maps, were directed to the near-
est restaurants and overnight
accommodations, learned about
"Kentucky's state and national pa-
rks, and obtained advice on a
multitude of other travel attract-
ions.
The newest center, on Inter-
state 75 south of Covington, had
the most visitors. Opened on
July 8, 1968, by year's end it
welcomed over 134,000 travelers
- more than half the statewide
total. This year it promises to
be even stronger. On the first
weekend in April there were 21,-
000 visitors.
There are four other fully-
manned centers. They are loca-
ted on the Western Kentucky
Parkway, Just east of the Beav-
er Dam Interchange; on US-25E
at Pineville; at the Shepherds-
vine Interchange on the Kentucky
Turnpike ; and at theintersection
Sot Ky-114 and US-23 & 460, in
P r es tonburg.
All these are staffed by ex-
perienced travel specialists tra-
ined by the Kentucky Department
of Public Information. They know
Kentucky, and they prove that
service, in Kentucky, comes with
a personal touch. Smiling attend-
ants can aeon smooth over the
vexing emergencies a driver may
W m eet ,
There's even more help for
travelers in the Bluegrass State.
Four unmanned rest areas are
on Interstate 64 and three on
Interstate 75. All of these have
attractive buildings with rest ro-
oms, telephones, drink* foul*
alas, and travel information in
the form of brochures and large
mural maps.
111 Maps and expert advice are
available, too, from the State
Police posts, the district offices
of the Highway Department, and
at toll plazas on the parkways.
Last year the Department of
Public Information distributed
nearly nine million maps, state
park brochures and other printed
Items, two million just on the
highways of Kentucky. Add to
W this the genuine hospitality of
all Kentuckians and you've got a
world of help for travelers in the
Bluegrass State.
The Appian Way, a road from
Rome to southern Italy, was
built in 312 B.C.
e Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK UPI - Anti-
inflationary efforts increasing
the profit squeeze may dim near-
term investment prospects, but
O long-term prospects look bright-
er, Moody's Investors Service
says. Profit margins are narrow-
ing under current inflationary
pressures caused by rising cos-
ts, the firm says. Wage increas-
es are exceeding productivity
gains and total costs are rising
more rapidly than prices. Over
the long-term, stocks should be-
nefit by economic restraint and
O anti-inflationary efforts.
Confidence is beginning to cr-
eep tack into the market, Alex-
ander Hamilton Institute feels.
It is becoming apparent that in-
flation, though it may be tempor-
arily curbed later this year, will
not be controlled to the point
• of making bonds or other fixed
income investments attractive,
according to the firm. A sub-
stantial market rally kite this
year, with natural resource st-
ocks in the forefront, wouldseem
to be likely the firm says.
"This is the time to buy stoo-
1, • ks," Fllor, Bullard & Smyth be-
lieves. Technical indicators re-
flect "base-building" action that
should "take the stock market
• back is) to last year's highs,"
the company says, adding that
it feels the market Is headed
higher "for both the short term
and the intermediate term."
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PORK CHOPS LB. 690
























Stokely Sliced or Whole








DOG NOD - - 3/25°
SNOWDRIFT
OPEN TILL 9 P.M.
L BS .
COFFEE




LARD Pf... 4 um 490
TOMATOES Hunt's No. 2%2 330
Betty 


































Fresh Corn _ _ 3/25*
Cauliflower _ _ _ _ 39*
Carrots  2/15
Radishes  5*
Red Potatoes 10 lb. 39*
Fla. Oranges _ dz. 39*
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UPI Foreign News Analyst
The Greek military
at passed its second
$ary on April 21 with redo*.
tioo of democracy still a keg
way off and the regime coustieg
• heavily on Jacqueline Oimade
charm and her husband Aria-
kale's money to pull it out of
the red.
The Sumer, it is Wed, will
be a powedel drawing cord
relator* the Greek taerlst trade
which list year slumped for the
second year In a row to justover
$120 million.
The latter, as one of the wor-
ld's largest skip owners sod
richest ses, is big canted
on for a $1100 mfilloslevestmed
In an oil reflaary and abewieen
project. plus moiler $10:10 edll-
is demlemad projects not
otherwise ideetlfled:
Tlie regime dee hopes devout-
ly for the friandskilp of the Nixon
administrable to dint rammtlig
pressares from buds, Demo-
dr, tidy ad several Went ger-
ms Mears deowatibig a re-
storation of democracy.
U. S. military aid, cot off alter
the coR) *lid tallied the 
ty" civilise goverment in 1967
bee been reekeed and nos to
emit 330 minks a year.
l0000mic and outside press-
ures are net the only problems
belmating Premier George Papa.
Illeyoulous, a onetime teak ca-
rnality:1er turned politician.
Easy Greeks are _
t or hostile to his efforts to allo
tabllsh a political base.
Some of his former comrades-
in-arms eye him with suspicion.
He has jailed some oppmeuts,
shuffled others into powerless •
jobs, exiled others and named -
his old irked Lt. Gen. Odysseus
. Angelis es SEW chid of daftI ' to keep ea eye ea allow peeeible
-trouble - makers - in milibrm or
tot
w." If be ever thee move to carry
I out Ids wpm promises of metr-
o ber democracy, be will be Mal-
i aged by younger officers IWO
e Me power structure erbo fiercely
owes return to civilian rule





▪ THE SUIT NEEDS
ALTERING AT THE
SHOULDERS?
You take your son to a nice
men's shop and pick out a
dressy suit He tries it on, he
looks good in it, and every-
• body's happy until the tailor
comes over to mark it for
alterations.
"Round shoulders," he says.
under his breath. "One shoul-
der too low,- he sighs. -Tsk
tsk . . such a young boy with
protrudidk shoulder blades," he
whispers with pity.
Perhaps this situation is a
bit exaggerated, but it is true.
Many boys and girls do have
structural problems that are
more pronounced to the tailors
or dressmakers than they are to
their parents. ,
It is hard to be correctly
fitted for clothes when .ithe
shoulder blades or scapulae
near the spine project like
angel wings. It's a problem for
the tailor or dressmaker, but
should be even more cause for
concern to the person who has
it. It indicates that muscles
lack the tone necessary to hold
the border against the rib cage.
It indicates that the other mus-
cles of the shoulder girdle are
weak and incapable of perform-
ing even slightly strenuous ac-
tivity.
What can be done? First,
more ittention must be given
to pos*re. Second, a doctor of
chiropractic should be seen for
advice, counsel, and treatment
if necessary to correct structural
problems. Push-ups are the
ideal conditioning exercise, but
they may prove too severe for
the- beginner. Therefore, the
doctor of chiropractic may
recommend a series of less
strenuous activities which will
help build up the weak areas.
There is more at stake in
one's shoulder construction
than how well a suit or dress
fits, although a young' lady
.doesn't look well in a low-back
dress and a young man doesn't
look his best in a suit with un-
even shoulders. But the ma-
jor concern is health. Struc•





TSB LEDGER lb TINIER — MUSB/112. KiNTUCKY
LOTS OF FREE PARKING
While Shopping Our Store!
• • •
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS
CHOOSE THE PIECES OF
CHICKEN YOU LIKE BEST!
Breast .. _ _ _ _ _ lb. 49.
-Thighs  lb. 494








Wings  lb. 29*
Backs & Necks lb. 10*







Fresh, Red - 6-oz. bag
Radishes
Frosty ere. -
BABY LIMAS _ _ 2,49'
Frosty .Acres - 6-oz. can
LEMONADE  104
Pet Ritz - 2 in pkg
PIE SHELLS  29*
Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.
FISH STEAKS _ _ _ 98'
Frosty Acres - 18-oz.
HUSHPUPPIES _ _ 29*




Washed, Red - 10-lb. bag
Potatoes
FRYERS
TENDER, TASTY - What)
— — I Doz. in Bag 39ft




































Good Crily al Parkers Supermarket
CHASE & SANBORN
--WITH H$S COUPON













If You Match the Quality . . . You Can't Beat the Pricer.
Devil Food






REALLY . . .





































Kano Corn SyrupTHE FLAVOR of Mint Refrigerator Pie IN an unusual and intriguing combination of cremede menthe and creme de cacao Light corn syrup gives this pie its extra smoothness.
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
LIERE are three breath-of-
* Spring candidates for the
dessert course. They're easy-
as-pie delights that make a
light and just-right ending to
a meal.
• Raspberry Cream Pie
rushes the season a bit by
calling for frozen raspberries.
It is basically a classic corn-
starch cream pie made extra
good with fruit flavor.
• For Mint Refrigerator
Pie, you don't need your own
supply of backyard mint. The
unusual and intriguing flavor
comes from creme de menthe
and creme de cacoa. The In-
gradient that gives the pie
extra smoothness is light corn
syrup.
• Lemon Sponge Pie is a
luscious version of Lemon
Meringue. The trick that
• makes this pie so light heart-
ed and delicate is that of fold-
ing the meringue into the pie






5 tablespoons corn starch
I (9-inch ) baked
pastry shell
1 cup heavy cream
2 teaspoons sugar
teaspoon vanilla
Drain juice from raspber-
ries to yield 214 cups. If nec-
essary, add water. Reserve
raspberries for other uses.
Combine cup sugar and
corn starch in saucepan. Grad5
ually blend in raspberry juice
Stirring constantly, cook over
medium heat until mixture
comes to boil and boils 1 min-
ute. Cool *to room temperature.
Pour filling into pastry
shell.
Whip LT earrnantlt soft Mks
form when beater is raised.
Gradually add sugar and va-
nilla; whip until stiff peaks
form when beater is raised
Spread some cream around
edge of filling to touch crust
all around, then fill in center.
Refrigerate about 2 hours
before serving.
Note: Reserved raspberries
are sweetened, ready for use
as a sauce for pudding or
cake.
MINT REFRIGERATOR Pik;
1 (11-1nch1 baked crumb.
crust
Argo Corn Starch
RASPBERRY JUICE is the secret ingredient that adds
fruit flavor to a basically classic cornstarch cream pie.
1 envelope unflavored
gelatin
.14 cup cold water
14 cup creme de menthe
14 cup creme de cacao




% cup light corn syrup
. Shaved chocolate
Scam gelatin in cold water.
Heat creme de menthe and
creme de cacao together over
low heat until mixture comes
to a boil. Remove from heat;
stir in gelatin mixture' until
gelatin is completely dissolved.




Fold in gelatin mixture.
, Place in refrigerator while
preparing egg 4hite mixture
Beat egg white and salt un-
til soft peaks form when beat-
er is raised. Gradually beat in
sugar about 1 tablespoon at
a time, beating until mixture
is smooth and glossy. Beat in
light corn syrup, a little at a
oont4nue beating, until
mixture holds firm peaks.
Fold this mixture into
whipped cream mixture. Pile
lightly in pie shell. Chill sev-
eral hours or until set.




1 (9-Inch) baked pastry
shell
34 cup sugar




Is cup lemon juice






Combine 3, cup sugar, corn
starch and salt in mixing
Beat egg yolks until lemon
colored: stir in milk.
Gradually stir into dry in-
gredients, blending well. Add
lemon juice, lemon rind and
melted margarine.
Beat egg whites until
foamy. Gradually add sugar,
beating until peaks form and
hold their shape when beater
Is raised. Fold into lemon
mixture. Pour into unbaked
pastry shell.
Bake in 350°F. (moderate)
oven until browned, 45 to 50
minutes.
,
STATE EMPLOYES WANT A RAM Chanting "we want a raise" as they march on the
plaza fronting the state Capitol in Harrisburg. Pa.. approximately 1.000 state employes
join in a dernonstration. Most of them were frorn Philadelphia.
ar-
rwa, .11,77•4





WASHINGTON UPI - Treasury
undersecretary Charles E. Walk-
er disclosed that when he was
computing his income tax, he
discovered he had overpaid in
1968.
The instructions said that in
such circumstances he could,
if he wanted, apply the excess to
the first installment of his 1969
payment by filling in Line 6 of
his estimated income return.
He looked. And looked. And
looked. No line 6.
He charged into the office of
Assistant Secretary Edwin S. Co-
elm, demanding an explanation.
Cohen, looked. And looked. And
looked. No line 6 on any of the
estimate forms.
Oh, well, Cohen told Walker,
Just reduce your installment che-
ck by that amount - and trust
that man to take your word.
This same Cohen was explain-
ing President Nixon's new tax
proposals to a group when some-
one suggested he stand up so the
audience could see him and hear
him better.
He complied • but noted that
t didn't make too much differ-
ence whether he stood or sat.
He's only a fraction over 5 feet
tall.
Memo.
ine cover on the program for
epa young Rublicau leadership
training school depicted a pencil
"blasting off like a rocket 8.1,...,1
side the legend "The space-age
school of politics."
The theme was maintained in-
side.
, "Dear Young Republicans:
"Welcome aboard the 1969 le-
adership training school - the
space age school of politics.




!MURRAY, Ky. (UPI) - Dr.
Bill C. Malone, associate profes-
sor of history at Murray State
University, is the author of a
new book, "Country Music, U.S.
A.", which provides • history of
such music.
The book, tracing country
music back to its origins in the
British Isles, deals principally
with the history of its commer-
cial_ growth since 1920.
Malone writes that country
music came to a -turning, point
in 1920, when radio popularized
it as "hillbilly" musk.
Prior to that time, it had been
largely folk music, he says.
"I came from a rural family
in east Texas," Malone said,
"an'ti country music was the
only kind of music we kne
about. At that time, to my fam-
ily, it was just old songs.'
,
COURT MEETS
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Supreme Court meets today to
hand down decisions and to be-
gin a final week of arguments.
everything conforms to the sche;
*de, and wishes you a smooth
ride.
"Please do not hesitate to
contact those of us at Mission
Control if we can be of assistan-
ce."
Then over toward the end the-
re's: "With thanks to the 'flight
crew.' "
The Democrats, meanwhile,
Joined the word game by titling
one of their p3/4.hlications "Demo
To make things even worse,
there's word going _around that
a certain popular Monday even-
ing television show is recruiting
a Japanese girl. Name's Sahki
Tdomi.








NEW YORK UPI - During the
next nine weeks, the stock market
will reappraise the outlook for
the economy in the second half
of 1969 and make a preliminary
appraisal of business prospects
for 1970, Wright Advisory Repor-
ts says. Within another month or
so, the firm believes, the stock
market will finally approach its
bottom, Investors should be pre-
pared to "get aboard" at that
time, the firm adds.
Every passing day brings the 
iveness is a "sex-linked" part
of personality, in people as well
as mice,
In her report to the annual
meeting of the Federation of
American Societies for Exper-
imental Biology, Sister Elvera
interpreted the findings to mean
the additional hormonal supplies
In the pregnant mice had influenc-
ed brain structures in the male
embryos, thus establishing at
east one phase of their person-
alities even before they were
born.
When 30 days old the offspring The lack of influence on the
were isolated in individual cages female embryos couldbe eXplain-
and deprived of all dealings with ed by the fact that the injected
mice for 21 days, a process known
to make mice unpleasantly anti-
social.
Then each mouse was made
to confront each one of the other
mice for 10 minutes or until
either' one started a fight. This
was a measurement of aggress-
ive personality-or lack of it.
Male mice whose mothers had
received an extra supply of mas-
tranol needed only 29 seconds,
on the average, to attack.
011 the other hand, male mice
whose mothers got added more-
thynodral had milktoast person-
aTities. They were reluctant to
start anything. ,On the average
4 minutes and 23 second.s passed
before they attacked.
The female offspring were not
affected. But aggressive comba-
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. UPI -
A nun scientist described today
how the injection of pregnancy
hormones in already pregnant
mice affected the personalities
of their male offspring.
Sister Elvera Abbatiello told
of experiments she and her coll-
eague,fr. Charles L. Scudder,
Conducted at Loyola University
Medical Center in Hines,
which could never be performed
with people, for moral and ethic-
al reasons.
She and Scudder injected pre-
gnant mice with one or the other
of the pregnancy hormones, nore-
thynodral and mestranol. This
increased their normal supply.
After the one injection, the mot-
hers were not further disturbed.
Offspring Isolated
'hormones are female hormones.
Sister's interpretation contrad-
icted, of course, the established
scientific view that personalities
are formed by environment - by
what happens to mice and to
people after they'z'e born.
"Iceberg" of cash available for
investment closer to contact with
the market, Filor Bullard and
Smyth maintain. Whatever touch-
es off the "big buying" , is bound
to be hectic, and the profession-
als will "all stampede for the
same door at the same time,"
the firm says. The "right answ-
er" for the investors is to act
today, the firm says, now before
the rush.
E. F. Hutton notes that failure
of recent rallies has not resulted
in extensive liquidation. Also,
two technical areas of the market
that had been relatively weak
have strengthened recently; nam-
ely, the rails and the bredth in-
dex. "Thus despite the recent
overall market decline, strength
may be still spreading to a slow-
ly growing number of individual
issues," possibly a sign that a
definitive turn for the better is
not far off, the firm says.
What hurts residential build-
ing of a conventional nature see-
ms to be helping the mobilehome
Industry, W. F. Hutton says.
Though all mobile home shares
re very high in relation to earn-
ings, "the earnings trend here
Is perhaps more emphatically
upward than anywhere else,"
GOOD TASTE
WALNUT CRE'EE, Calif.
(UPI) — Thieves who broke ii-
to a storage shed at Rdulph
Ciuca's home Saturday appar-
ently have gourmet tastes. Ciu-
ca said the loot included 20
steaks and 139 bottles of rare
wine.
TRIANGLE INN
SPECIALIZING IN . . .
• CATFISH
• COUNTRY HAM '
• StEAKSI —




I15 BEEN THREE HUNDRED
AND EIGHTY-FOUR DAys
5iNCE I LAST BEEPED yOu
by Charles M. Schulz
11405E WERE TWEE NUNL7REP
AND EIGHTY-FOUR GoOD DAY!
\f
Nancy
IT'S TIME TO WASH
MY SCREENS) 










NONSENSE HAS GOT TO STOP..
IUST litECAOGE you DREAMED
A CLOUDBURST IS HEAPING
THIS WAY WON'T MAKE
IT HAPPEN
Lil' Abner
LET US REASON IGHT!!
TOGETHER.".' lOU'RE
PERFECTLY WILL1,416
TO KILL ME. FOR
THE BROTHER-
HOOD--
-BUT THEY Dar% TH
INSIST PART
ON "THE I AIN'T














by R. Van Bureii
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In Time of Emergency 
Knowing Nuclear Hazards
Key to Personal Survival
The nationwide U.S. civil d.-






Mover from nuclear attack.
Its heart is a fallout shelter
system which could save the
Wes of millions of persons that
leasld otherwise be lost be-
=
endioactive fallout
shit defense system also
warning and comma-
nicationsets., local gov-
ernments orgssised for maw-
wag saaiellems, and =
eller ressIerese. If an
amid cam& many lives mold
be saved through a combine-
tita of emergency actioas
taken by governments and pri-
vate citizens.
The chances of surviving and
recovering from a nuclear at-
tack are much better if citi-
zens:
1. Understand the dangers
of an attack.
2. Learn the actions that
should be taken in the event at
an attack.
S. Are prepared to take
whatever action is necessary at
the time of an attack.
If an Attack Ceases . .
All nuclear ex=ona cause
Right. hest smil In addi-
tion, emphases on or close to
Me ground would create large
quantities of dangerous radio-
active fallout particles, most of
which would fall to earth &tr-
actile first 24 hours.
If the U.S. should be at-
tacked, the people who hap-
pened to be close to a nuclear
explosion probably would be
killed or seriously injured by
the blast, or by the heat of the
explosion.
People a few miles away in
the "fringe area" of the ex-
plosion would be endangered-
by the blast and heat, and by
fires that the explosion rut&
start. However, it is likel
most of the people in the fringe
area would survive these
hazards.
People outside the fringe
area would not be endangered
by the blpst, heat or tire. De-
partment of Defense • studies
show that in any nuclear at-
tack, tens of millions of Ameri-
cans would be outside the
damage areas. To them, and to
people in the fringe areas who
survived the blast, heat and
fire, radioactive fallout would
be the main danger. Protective
measures against this hazard
can be taken.
What Is Fallout?
When a nuclear won ex-
plodes near the ground, greet
quantities of pulverized earth
and other debris are sucked up
into the nuclear cloud where
many of the particles become
radioactive. As these particles
fall hack to earth, and after
they reach the ground, they
give off invisible gamma note--
like X-rays--which can kill or
injure. These particles give off
most of their radiation quickly,
so the first few hours or days
after an attack would be the
most dangerous period.
In dangerously - affected
areas the fallout particles
Weald look like grains of grit or
mai However, the raps they
would give off could not be seen,
tested. smelled or felt Special
ineariameta would be required
te &Met the says and inseasre
their latemity. The Federal
Geweamment hss distributed
several million of these instru-
ments to State and local guy-
Fallout Would Be Widespread
The distribution of fallout
particles after a nuclear at-
tack would depend on what
part of the country had been
attacked, and the number of
weapons used, as well as wind
currents, weather conditions
and other factors. However,
there is no way of predicting
in advance what areas of tbe
gauntry would be affected, or
soon the particles would
fall back to earth at a particu-
lar location.
Some communities might get
a heavy accumulation of fall-
out, while others might get
little or none. No area in the
U.S. could be sure of not get-
ting fallout, and it is probable
that some particles would be
deposited on moat of the coun-
try.,
Areas close to a nuclear ex-
plosion might receive fallout
within 15 to 30 minutes. On the
other hand, it might take 5 to
10 hours or more for the parti-
cles to drift down on a com-
munity 100 or 200 miles away.
Generally, the first 24 hours
after fallout began to settle
would he the most dangerous
period to a community's resi-
dents. The heavier particles
falling during that time would
still be highly radioactive and
give off strong rays. Lighter
particles falling later would
have lost much of their radia-
tion high in the atmosphere.
Fallout Causes Radiation'
Sickness
The invisible gamma rays
given off by fallout partis•
can produce radiation sickness,
which is caused by physical
and chemical changes in the
cells of the body. If a person
receives a large dose of fallout
radiation, he will die. But if he
receives only a small or me-
dium dose, his body will repair
ita;Zeand he will get welLsame dose received over
a short period of time is more
damaging than over a longer
period. Usually, the effects of
a given dose of radiation are
more severe in very young and
very old persona, and those not
In good health.
No special clothing can pro-
tect people against gamma
radiation, and no special drugs
or chemicals can prevent large
doses of radiation from caus-
ing damage to the cells of the
body. However, antibiotics and
other medicines are helpful in
treating infections that some-
times follow excessive expo-
sure to radiation.
Almost all of the radiation
that people would absorb from
fallout particles would come
from particles outside their
own bodies. Only simple pre-
cautions would be necessary to
avoid swallowing the particles,
and it would be practically im-
possible to inhale them.
People exposed to fallout
radiation do not become radio-
active and thereby dangerous
to other people. Radiation sick-
ness is not contagious or in-
fectious, and one person can-
not "catch it" from another
person.
Protection Is Possible
People can protect them-
selves against fallout radia-
tion, and have a good chance of
survieing, by staying inside a
fallout shelter. In most cases,
the fallout radiation level out-
side the shelter would decrease
rapidly enough to permit peo-
ple to leave the shelter within
a few days.
Even in communities that re-
ceived relatively heavy accu-
mulations of fallout particles,
people soon might be able to
leave shelter for a few minutes
or a few hours at a time to per-
form emergency task. In most
places, it is unlikely that full-
time shelter occupancy would
be required for more than a
week or two.
The information in this
story was furnished by the
U.S. Department- of Ds'
lease, Office of Civil „Ds-
/emit, to help people pre-
pare for a nuclear attack
and learn what actions to
take in ease an attack
should occur. Local gov-
ernment authorities are re-
sponsible for supplying
the public with more de-
tailed survival instruc-
tions for this area. This
information was drawn
from the OCD publication
"In Time of Emergency"
(H-14), which is avail-
able without charge at lo-




liy RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD Ni — As And-
yard Kipling once Oblerved, a
woman 15 only a woman but
pro basketball is where it's a.
As for myself, I would ascii-
flee my name, my fortune and
my mond honor to the devil
in exchange for ownership of
a pro Imakettail franchise.
Anyone who witched Sun-
days ABC-TV broadcast of the
Los Angeles lakers-Bostan Celt-
ics playoff contest will under-
stand the pension some of us
have for the pro game.
Most Suited
But, from another view, they
may also undenstaixl why some
of in think it is the sport most
perfectly suited for telowiaion.
Consider, for a moment, some
of the competing sports men
oo the home tube.
Mere is for iirtance, base-
tall—erchaic, dull, slow, with
Ms medlar waits for action.
Once a rebid fan, I now find It
almost impamible to nasintain
interest in K.
Football, whids I gums most
•
TREAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - COffEE - FRUIT
RYAN'S
COF 111.











CUM, CIRRI AND FRUIT
CONTAINS NO MILK OR MILK FAT
orE,4412rt 0515 r '1144 %•119„....0. DS %tic, '•
f Ia s0O ( w • • I 5,,CrOg gjir g. • .4 , •
POI • SO.S.S 1005 • • ro•r",‘ • • • a* • g ,
WIND 0•^-i•Cle•Ott • .,r• •-•40 •• • A,
cci,rje 'natal C
16 11 01 (1 PINT)
Packed in Ryan new Poll Lined long
Ille carton. First of its kind in the U.S.
..... err, ""•-r.• •
•
• ...
people consider video's most
perfect sport, is of course more
exciting nowadays than base-
ball.
Yet even in football, there is
a basically faceless quality to
most of the athletes. They too
have the protective helmets.
And of course they have all
those pads and other coverings.
An now mender basketball.
Only One Pre League
There Is, for all practical
purposes, • only one major pro-
fontanel league—the National
Basketball association
And in that league, there is
only a relative•bandful ofsawn,
in contrast to baseball and foot-
ball.
With few players on each
teem and a court that is not
outsized, the &boost non-atop
4012011 is compact and conoen-
tested—ideal for television cam-






Miss Kristi Eaton, 11182 Ram-
part, Cape Girardeau, 110; Mrs.
Delores Miller, 409 W. 9th,
ton; Mrs. Betty Hager, 106 Coll-
ege Court, Murray; Norman
th, Rte. 1, Dexter; Master Cd
Beard, Rte. 1, New Concord; Mrs.
Bonnie Watson, 904 North lath,
Murray; Gorden Greenly, Rte. 1,
Dover, Toon.; Mrs. Pat Miller,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs, Altos Lock-
hart, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Clara
Edrington, 1405 Hughes Ave., Mu-
rray,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ethel Hudson, Rte, 2,
Hazel; Archie Lamb, Rte. 1, Fa-
rmington; Ricky Selby, 1631 Far-
mer Ave. Murray; Mrs. Donnie
Foust, 1403 Popular, Murray;
Mrs. Sally Futrell, Box 665,
Murray; Mrs. Clara Edrington,
1405 Hoghes Ave., Murray; Mas-
ter Michael Watsgp, Rte. 1, Mur-
ray; Miss Diane Cope
' 
215 South
Ilth, Murray; Miss Darlene Kar-
ts, Box 600 Hart Hall, Murray;
Fred Smith, 739 Nash Dr. Mur-
ray; Gene Outland, Hasid; Lanais
Ward, 214 Woodlawn Dr., Mur-
ray; Guy Simmons, 204 South
3rd , Murray; Ivory Paschall
(Expired), Rte. 1, Farmington;
Mrs, Pat Miller, Rte. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Delores Miller, 406 West
9th, Benton; Mrs. Danny Mcalpin,
Sedalia; Mrs. Norma Bozarth,





Miss Rita Snyder, Rte. 6, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Linda Duncan, Rte, 1,
Fartningtoa; Glen Card, 917 Cold-
water Rd., Murray; Miss Shelia
Eldridge, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Cynthia Johnston, Box 94, Dex-
ter; Mrs. Ruby Towery, Rte. 3,
Mayfield, Otho McLeod, 540 Eld-
er St., Calvert City; Miss Carrie
Beale, 306 So. 5th St., Murray;
Mrs. Clots. Campbell, 201 So.
13th St., Murray; Mrs. Janice
Campbell di Baby Boy, Rte, 1,
C-4 Coach Estates , Murray;
Baby Girl Fox, Rte. 1, Dover,
Tenn.; Elmer Miller, 319 Wood-
lawn, Murray, Mrs. Ila Gingles,
626 Ellis Dr., Murray; Miss
Mary Shipley, 702 Poplar, Mut-,
ray, Roland Kimbro, Rte. 3, Mur-
ray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. lone Wilson, Box 63,
Hazel, Miss Barbara Weaks,1507
Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Lou-
cretia McDougal & Baby Girl,
Rte. 2, Murray; Johnie Carroll,
Rte. 6, Murray; Miss Margaret
L. Walker, Rte. 4, Benton, Miss
Sherida Outland, 1902 Sherrie
Lane, Murray; Master Glen Be-
ard, Rte, 1, New Concord; Miss
Kristi Eaton , 1822 Rampart,
Cape Girardeau, Mo; Mrs. Ethel
Mitchuson, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Christine Southard, Rte, I, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Celia Buchanan, P. 0.
Box 13,- Dexter; David St. John,
Rte. 2, Hazel; John Shelley, 131
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Paschall, Puryear, Tenn; Baby
Boy Campbell (Expired) Rte. 1




preserve your WEDDING DAY
in natural color
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WASHINGTON Ni — Going
to church at the White House
Is a little bit like attending
services at the First Methodist
Church in yalar Immo town.
A little bit—but not much.
The differences are really
more noticeable than the sim-
ilarities.
The first difference is that
you need an invitation to our-
▪ at the White House. The
East Room, where Sunday ser-
vioes are held, seats only 125
inmnic
The invitation from President
and Mrs. NLvon suggests you
arrive by 10:45 a. tn. But you
play it safe and get there at
10:90. Military aides, magnific-
ent in full dress uniforms, usher
you to a save. There's a print-
ed program, just like you'd get
at an ordinary church service.
It informs you that the prea-
cher will be the Rev. Dr. Ed-
ward G. Latch, chaplain of the
U. S. House of Representatives
and former pastor of the Wes-
ley United Methodist Church
In Wathington, where the Nix-
on' worshipped from 1911640.
Promptly at 11 a. in, President
Nixon walks in. He goes to the
pulpit and announces Dr. Latch
will conduct the service. After
a few gracious words about his
long association with Dr. Latch,
the President sits down in the
front row with -his , daughter
Julie Eisenhower. Mrs. Nixon Ii
ill and couldn't attend.
Dr. Latch's sermon makes the
point that many people have
"just enough religion to make
them miserable." By commit-
ting your whole life to God, he
said, you can experience the
kind of joyous, confident, une-
fraid-of-anything faith that ra-
diated from Jesus of Nazareth.
It takes only 12 minutes for
Dr. Latch to iay his piece, that's
only about half as much ser-
monizing as you are likely to
get at the First Methodist Chur-
ch. Ministers invited to preach
at the White House are inform-
ed, politiely but pointedly,
the President likes short ter:
mons.
Now comes the really striking
difference. Nobody passed a col-
lection plate. There's a closing
hymn, a brief benediction and
the service is over at 11:30—
half an hour by the clock.
-4••••••••••111
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NEW PRIEST MASSES DAUGHTER---Newly-ordained Roman Catholic priest Father Michael
O'Brien bestows his first blessing on one of his daughters, Sister Mary Collette, in God-
aiming. England. Three other daughters, all members of the Franciscan Missionaries of
the Divine Motherhood, stand by. They are from left) Sister Mary Alcantera, Sister
Maria Fiducia and Sister Maria Perpetuna The 64-year-old widower is the father of six.,
"WARNS ONLY ONCE"-- -Fol-
lowing a 214-hour meeting
between President Nixon and
Republican congressional
leaders in Washington, Sen.
Everett M. Dirksen of Illi-
nois tells newsmen at the
White House that U.S. re-
connaissance planes will be
protected over the Sea of
Japan and that "this coun-
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The best newsmen in Moscow work
for you...(beca,use they work for us).
The man you see walking across Red Square has been covering Soviet Russia for an amaz-
ing 29 years. No one else' has even come close to matching this feat, which requires endur-
ance, diplomacy, reporting accuracy, and the highest degree of objectivity. Henry Shapiro
is the Moscow bureau chief of United Press International . . . the man who reported the
downfall of Khrushchev . . . the three-man Russian space ship flight . .. and the man who
will be first with the next big news from Russia. We are proud, as a subscriber to UPI, to
have him on our staff. We believe you are entitled to the most accurate coverage of the
news that money can buy.
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• M brick home at
Sherp Street. lay at 2011%
lith St To rest coated
OM KW S. W. Nth St,
Istadeltd118. Plithe MN-
• CONDIONED apartment
kitchen. Room for four
Available for summer and
semesters, 207 So. 13th St.
M-3-C
BEDROOM brick home
Kentucky Lake, Blood River
. Large lawn, double car-
• All new. 900 beet from
rs edge. Call 436-2323 for
. Available May 1.
M-1-C
A STORE building and equip-
OM at Hardin. Phone 3541-
111-5-P
Y REMODELED sput-
a, completely furnished, ow-
, air ccsoditioned. A.




large oloseta built-in range
and 09111, air conditioner and




- Also Rentals -
BILBREY'S
210 Main Phone 7S3-51117
TEV
NOT10E
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids
compete of soli but leaves pile
sodt and lofty. Rent electric
shampooer. $1. Big K. M-3-C
SYLVIA CARRICO of The
Hairdresser Beauty Salon, 202
South 6th Street is proud to an-
nounce the is the sole owner
Sylvia, along with Wanda Nolin,
Pam Woods and Lynda Chaney
invite you to coil 753-3530 now
for your appointment. 11-2-C
BELTONE factory fresh bear
tag aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-1TC
WANTED TO WENT
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
unfurnished house out of city
limits on paved road. Must have
running water and bath. Rest
reasonablet Phone 753-1916 be-
fore 5:00 p. rn., and ask for
Mary. T'Ff4C
SESTKES OPPER110
KETJfY'S TERMITE and Peet
Control. Locally owned and op-
erated for 30 yews. We can
be reached 24 hours a day. 100
South 13th Street. Phone 753-
3914.
H-A-30-C
MINLSTER WOULD like to wax
your car. $5.00 per oar and you
furnish wax. Will do a nice job.
Will do othee odd jobs aim°.
I 480-2323. M-1-P
Public Auction




Partial Setta-ment of the Estate of
J. D. Peterson
Sale To Be Held on Premises
1000 Birch, Benton, Kentucky
This sale is just the first day of a two-day affair.
In case of rain, sales will be postponed one week.
The second day's sale will be held May 10, 1969, and
will incciude many valuable antiques.
PARTIAL LISTING (May 3): Refrigerator - Stove -
Pots dz Pans - Kitchen Utensils - Odd Dishes and
Glassware
Formica Top Table and Chairs - Ice Cream Freezer
- Electric Fans and Heaters - Fishing Tackle Box -
Rod and Reel - Radios - Clocks - Tape Recorder -
3-Speed Bicycle (new) - Binoculars (new) - Fsh-
lights - Dough Tray - Books (old and numerous).
Pictures (original oil paintings) - 'Prattles - Shav-
ing Stand - Brick-a-Brack - Round Dining Table -
Child's Roll Top Desk - Oarpenter Tools (new) -
Kerosene Lanterns - Brass Vases - Flat Irons - Iron
Skillets - Treadle Sewing Machine - Tables (card,
magazine, end, round, square, etc.) - Chairs (odd
and assorted) - Suitcases - Twin Beds with good
springs.
Bedroom Suites - Hat Rack - Hook Rugs - Chiffe-
robe - Wardrobes - Fire Tongs - Lamps - Zenith
Transoc eanic Shortwave Radio - Vacuum Cleaner
(new) - Bows dz Arrows - Tennis Racket - Dining
Room Suite.
Dog Irons - Wicker Baskets (all sizes) - Stone Jugs
T.-Crocks - Garden Tools - Pie Safe - Butane Burn-
er - Trunks - Step Ladder - Book Case - Walking
Sticks.
Two Junk Automobiles (Dodge and Studebaker).
The above listing is just a small part of the items
to be sold May 3. Make every effort to be there both
days, May 3 and May 10.- The very Dem you have
longed for may be among the many things to be
sold.
COME TO THE SALE, SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1969,
AND BE READY TO BID
Terms of Sale - Cash, Day of Sale
PETER T. GUNN, JR., AUCTIONEER
MORGAN, TRUMAN & GUNN, INC.
INSURANCE - REAL ESTATE - MORTGAGE
LOANS - AUCTIONS - BONDS
Pete T. Ounn, Jr. - Billy B. Morgan -
Pete T. Gunn, III - Hatler E. Morgan




THE LEDGER ai TIMER
SET OF World Book Encyclo-
pedias. Phone 437-6881 between
12 noon and 5:00 p. a. TENC
SPINET PIANO. Wanted, re-
tivartsage party to take over
low monthly payments on a
spinet piano. Can be seen lo-
cally. Write Credit Manager,
P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, In-
diana. M-7-P
TOBACCO STICKS, 5e each,
Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Com
pany, Mayfield, Phone 247-3632.
M-EC
USED SPINET PIANO. Reed
Music, Benton (off Hwy. 58) 527-
8055. Open evenings and Sun-
day afternoons also. II-31-C
GIRLS CLOTHES, infants thro
ugh size 2 years. Phone 753-
1380. 11-1-C
FRIGIDAIRE top Under pott
Mile die washer, $75.00. Call
753-7500. 11-1-C
1969 TWIN NEEDLE sewing =-
chine in new cabinet. Makes
buttonbrdes, sews on buttons,
monogrems, overcasts seams, lip-
pikes, sews fancy stitches.
Twenty-five year guarantee.
Pay cash balance, $34.14 or $1.45
weekly. No down payment no--
misery. For free home trial call
Paducah 442-8805. collect.
114-C
LATE MODEL Singer Zig-2ag
In console. Makes buttonholes,
sews on buttons, sews over pins,
blind hems and sews many
fancy fashion deeigna. A necth
sity for the fashion minded
homemaker. Flfteeo year guar-
antee. Full price, $51.91 or $5.45
per month. For free home trial
call Paducah 442-8805, collect.
11-5-C
MUST SELL 1968 Honda 9C
Scrambler, 3,700 miles with ex
ties. Call 753-4526 after 6:06
p. m. Make offer. 11-I-P
REDUCED for quick sale, male
Siamese kitten. Phone 753-7770.
11-1-C
1965 HONDA 90, $100.00. 1946
Chevrolet, 2 door sedan, $75.00.
Phone 438-2379. 11-1-C
ONE-ROOM HOUSE on lake.
70% completed. To be moved,
$300.00. Blood River Bost Dock.
11-1-P
ILeTTRESS and Springs $20.00.
Bassett dining room set, table
and six chairs, $175.00. Phase
75E3889. M-1-C
REGISTERED 3-yeareld Ten-
nessee Walking home, sired by
Soria Delight. One registered
Tenoessee Walking filly, dark
sorrell, 14 months old. James
Poster, Hazel, Route 1. Phone
492-8499. 1TP
TWO YEAR OLD saddle mare.
Sorrell, with blaze face. $125.00.
Call 753-2713. 1TC
NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad-
es. Coulter blades and plow
points. Get our price before you
buy. Vinsun Tractor Company,
7534892 May-l-C
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and
Red Worms. Be sure and try
these Grey Nightcrawlers! Fm-
this vicinity the Grey Night-
crawlers are very new. They are
resistant to heat and to cold.
For your bait needs, Call 753,-
2450, or see Lee Smith on the
New Concord Highway. Watch
for the signs. TFMC
TWO-BEDROOM 1964 Pacemak-
er trotter, 10' x 50' with porch.
Priced to sell. Phone 492-8534
after 5:00 p. m. for informatico.
11-3C
AKC BASSET Hounds. Good
bloodlines with excellent mark-
ings. Ready May 22. See at 802
North 20th or coil 753-7964,
Charles Homo. 11-3-C
14 FT JON BOAT with 9 H. P.
.engine. Phone' 753-8281. 118-C
1963 FORD 2-ton thick with
hoist and new 15 ft. grain bed.
Also 90 buahel new . Idea ma-
nure spreader, usable and
cheap James Faxater, Hazel,
Route I, Phone 402-9499. 1TP
SENDS INVITATION
WASHINGTON Elf - Tricia
Nixon has Invited Lynda Bird
Robb and Luci Nugent to her
masked ball at the White House
May 10. Tricia sent invitations
to the daughters ol
President Lyndon B. Johnon
as well as several hundred
young persons for her first
White House party Tricia is
expected to get some help as
hostess from her sister, Julie
Eisenhower.
REAL ESTATE POE SALO
HOUSE IN ICEENELAND Sub-
divithon. His central best and
air; carpeting, Pe tales, 3 bed-
rooms and family iesonokitches
oombinstion with built in ap-
pliances. Phone 753-752.5. 11-2-C
BY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick
in Kirasey. Has well-toovall car-
pet, birch cabinets, built-in ap-
pliances with dialwesaher. Den,
living man, dining room and
utility room, carport and cera-
mic bath. Two acres of land.
Phone 489-2963. M-2-C
WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION:
Nice building lots in Westwood
Subdivn end of South 180
Street, all sizes to choose from,
price ranging from $1250.00 to
$2400.00. No down payment,
mall monthly payments.
THREE -BEDROOM brick, car-
port, two full baths, large den
and kitchen, wall-to-wall car-
peting, on a large corner lot at
1618 Park Lane Drive, $21,500.-
00. Shown by appointment only.
THREE-BEDROOM brick at 1.835
Catalina Drive, central heat and
air, wall-to-wall carpeting. Bar-
gain $20,500.00.
ONE three-bedroomranbairi k on
Catalina Drive, with cent heat
and air, built-in and
oven. $15,750.00. Also one three-
bedroom brick on Catalina Drive
$14,250.00.
FOR YOUR retirement home or
vacation home, three-bedroom
frame with electric heat and
Mr-condition, estento tile bath.
near Kline's bost dock, largall
at $7500.00.
97 ACRE FARM with three-bed-
room house partly finished and
an ears basement for living
quarters, 11 miles east of Mur-
ray, piced $16,000.00.
TWO Commercial lots at Pine
Bluff Shores with a basement
x 64', all for $4500.00.
ONE ACRE commercial lot in
Aurora, Ky., on Hwy 68 with
two-bedroom frame home, pric-
ed reduced to $18,500.00.
8 ACRES, Pri mile from the
lake, price $4,000.00.
AT PANORAMA Shores, nice
building lots in a fast growing
develcoment, rine m:les from
Murray, prices range from
$750.00 to $2,000.00. -
FOR ALL your Real Estate
needs call or see Freeman John-
son, Southaide Shopping Cent-




NEW YORK UPI - The path
of least resistance for the mar-
ket now seems to lie on the up-
side, Reynolds di Co. says. Thei
market has taken in stride all
the recent moves to restrict
the growth of the economy and
has shown a tendency to rally
"whenever there is good news
or the rumor of something fav-
orable," the firm adds. Prices
may well be bottoming out at
present and will probably not
cohtinue to go sideways much
longer, according to the firm.
Investors have high hopes that
the Nixon administration will sl-
ow inflation without creating a
recession and will end the Viet-
nam War ot at least diminish
U. S. involvement in it, Spear
& Staff says. Other factors con-
tributing to investor confidence
at this time include a belief that
the world's currency managers
have the international monetary
situation well in hand and that
detente with Russia will be ac-
hieved to stop, or at least slow
down, the arms race," the firm
says.
The anticipated slowdown in
business later this year, coupled
with other factors, still clouds
the market outlook Standard &
Poor's notes. The firm advocates
retention of well chosen stocks
with new buying kept to a minim-
um while reserves accumulate,
James Dines & Co, says a
number of negative trends are
apparent in the current market,
in particular "the expanding num-
ber of new lows, a declining ad-
vance-decline line, almost daily
new lows of the Dow Jones rail
average, and strength in the gold
shares." Nevertheless, "thestr-
ongest element in the picture is
the almost extraordinary refusal
of the DJI to make a new low in
the face of wave after wave of bad
news," the firm points out.
'the Caspian ova is the Larg-
est _Walla salt lake in the w
*





1968 DODGE Chamiath ftlft
etiuMped with mitwmitic
trumnamimo power stowing
and brakes. Flame Randy Al
Iwo 7538959. A-38C
1960 OLDStdOBLLE 4-door hard-
top, power steering, power
boakm, radio. Load car. Phone
753-8163. M-1-C
1984 AUSTIN-HEALY Sprite,
$650.00. 1968 M. G. Midget,
$900.00. Call 753-7600 atter
5:00 P. al- 11-1-C
1951 NASH. Runs well, $05.00.
753-2503 after 5:00 p. m. 11-2-P
1963 FORD Country Squire sta-
tion wagon. Taird no engine,
power and air. Five new tires
One owner. $396.00. Oth 75$-
7992.
WANTED TO OUT
WANTED: Used chest of draw-
eft good condition, reasonably
priced. Phone 753-1918 and ask
for Mary, bedtime 5:00 p. m.
TFNC
WANTED: Play pen, high chair,
and baby bed. Call 753-8562.
11-1-C
WANTED: Used baby stroller
with adjustable seat position.
Phone 753-2485. 11-2-C
Vlabama is the third large-t
producer in the nation of as-
alt. mica-and pyrites.-
Cut back
LAMA. Peru (UPI) - In an
economy move, the Peruvian gov-
emmept has abolishetknortetarv




mason. Map pay. Phrme 752-
8142. 1(-1-C
WANTED, night matzoth. Ap-
ply in person, 'rreoholma Drive-
ls, 12th and Chestnut. 11-2-C
WANTED: Experienced painter
full or part time. Good pay.
Phone 753-8359. 114-C'
AVON CALLING! Increased de-
mand and newly created terri-
tories call for more Representa-
tives! Serve customers in terri-
tory of your own. Act at once!
For interview in your home,
write or call Mrs. Evelyn L.
Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist 440,





Apply in person at
COOPER-MARTIN
STORE
Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Thursday, May 1
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Excellent working con-
ditions, good salary,





Tax Books Will Be Open For
Inspection
May 5 through May 9
from 9:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m.




By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD - Is there
reeky too much violent 013141*-
'Warne nt on 'televn?
Or is it just posable that the
bade problem is that there isn't
enough real violence Aswan at
all in the weekly melodramas?




When somebody is shot or
stabbed or otherwise done in on
a television show, it is usually
such a neat and teeth job of
killing that the viewer feels
little or no pain at seeing a
death.
Positive Approach
My own feeling is that if you
really want to generate a fear,
a hatred and a horror of death
on television-that is, take a
positive instead of negative ap-
proach-then you should show
killing a it genuinely is.
And I think there would be
such a feeling or revulsion by
the public that its requests for
less violence would be steeped
in much more real feeling-so
much, xi tact, that viewers wo-
uld understand the correlation
between the genuine deaths in
the Vietnam news and the pho-
ny ones in melodramas.
For example, what if a fellow
on "Gunemoke" -insteed of
men* getting shot in the arm
or leg-was plugged in the
groin? You aon't see that scat
of thing happen very often on
television.
What if somebody on "The
High Chaparral" - instead of
getting a scalp wound or dying
neatly-were shot right square
in the eye, for all viewers to
see?
To Horrible
What if a woman in a me-
lodrama had a breast shot to
pieces? What if someone's me-
• or ears were ripped off
by a knife or gun wound?
Oh you my, too horrible. Oh,
rep cringe, that's not the sort
of stuff one should see on tele-
vision. Oh, says a network exe-
cutive, that would be tasteless.
I disagree. What is horrible
and what is tasteless is to see
antiseptic death, the way it
TRENTON, NJ. (UPI)-
New Jersey has become the 33rd
state to adopt reflectorized li-
cense plates for night-time safe-
t. initial issuance of the
new plates to begin about
Sept. 1.
Reflective plates "bounce-
headlight beams of approaching
cars back to 01,4 drivers, mak-
which they are mounted visible
for more than a third of a
mile.
A two-year study by the
Massachusetts Registry of Motor
Vehicles showed nearly a 30
per cent reduction in non-fatal
night-time accidents in the first
full year in which reflectorized
plates seri- in use in that state.
VISA REVOKED
WASHINGTON - The
visa of Beetle John Lennon was
automatically revoked in De-
cember after he was oonvicted
in London of possessing marl-
according to the state
Department A spokeeman for
the department mid the only
way L,ennon could be admitted
to the United Sines now would
be to apply for a waiver from
Atty. Gee. Jobe N. Mitchell. So
far, the spokeanan seed, Len-
non has tried to do so.
The average person inhales
438 cubic feet of air in a 24-
hour period.
* * *
Susan B. Anthony was a pio-
neer leader of the women's suf-
frage movement.
• « *
. Balloons were first used in
military action in 1794.
hotly ever really happens. That
is dishonest. That immoral. That
is the worst possible kind of
lie. If glamorizes killing. It gla-
morizes the so-called romance
of dying In a melodrama.
The truth could set a lot of
people in television fret.
dElln" 
LAST THREE DAYS OF DIUGUID'S SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Cash or Credit with Low Bank Rates
1-ONLY National Advertised
Sofa. Traditional style in a
Scotch Guarded Gold and off
white damask uphotatery. Three-
cushion. ninety inches long.
Save one hunderd dollars. C-Inse
out $198.00.
1-MOHAWK CARPET Rem-
nant, fifteen feet wide, eighteen
feet eight inches long. Tight
woven; two tone beige nylon
carpet. Regular $209.00, Now
$149.00.
1-THREE-PIECE white French
Provincial Bedroom Suite, dou-
ble dresser with mirror, high
post canopy bed and roomy
them. Save over fifty dollars,
Now $188.00.
1-FRENCH Provincial Spot
Chair. Upholstered in quilted
red velvet, wood legs, finished
in distressed fruitwood. Regular
$89.95, Close Out $62.00.
2-MIEDITERRENTEAN Pull Up
Chairs. Upholstered in red and
adwxado darnasic, wood trim
on arms and legs, deep umber
color. Regular $79.95, Now
$48.88.
4-CUSHION SETS for Boston
Rockers. Assorted colors. Regu-
lar $13.95. Now $7.88.
These Are Just A
MOHAWK CARPET
REMNANTS
1-FIFTEEN FOOT by thirty
two boot, fine random sheared
Acrilan Malan* carpet, Wheat
Gold color. Regular price $7.95,
Now 84.88 sq. yd.
1-TWELVE by twelve Mohawk
Acrilan remnant, sculptured de-
sign, avocado color. Regular
$149.00, Now $88.00
1-411VELVE FOOT by forty one
foot. Random Sheared texture
in Acrilan. Slivery green color.
Nationally advertised at $'7.95,
Came out $4.88 sq. yd.
1-TWELVE FOOT by twelve
foot. Tufted cut pile, Acrilan
in a new Burnished color. Edg-
es bound. Save over thirty doh
lens, Now only $119.00.
50-M0HAWK Rug Samples,
eighteen inches by twenty-seven
inches. Bowed Mt around.
Values to $4.W. Choice only 981
2-HIDE-A-BED type ,deeper
sofas. Conteniplrary style in
heavy nylon Scotchguarded fab-
ric. Foam mattress and tailored
foam cushions. Regularly prkced
at $239.00, Now only $168.00.
4- UNFINISHED ladderbeck
chairs. Large size. Four ladder,
solid oak, reed seat. Cl out
$14.88.
1-UNFINISHED double
er base, pine wood.
ready to paint, four small
ers, six barge ones. Save $1
Now $28.88.
3-CREDENZAS. Ideal for
er, entrance or living
ly 12 incites deep and,34
wide. Choice of antique white,
mint green or brown cherry
Close out Si Price, were
$79.00, Now $39.50.
3-3-PIECE Table Group. Wal-
nut plastic finish. Nice size
cocktail table and two matching
end tables, Modern style. Close
out only $19.88.
1-Seven PIECE Early Ameri;
CIPII dinette set, round exten-
sion table with new suede fin-
ish plastic top. Six sturdy Wind-
sor chairs, all in Salem Maple
finish. Save fifty dollars on this
good set. Now $188.00.
3-NEW MODEL G. E. Vacuum
Cleaners, oennister type on cast-
ers, tiptoe on and oft switch,
complete with seiseinneots.
Reeular $49.95, Now 06.1111.
_
1-TWO-PIECE Early Ameri-
can living room suite. Medium
length, three cueion soda, their
and sofa tsphoistered in heavy
avocado shade of nylon bet
weave. Wood trim in Belem ma-
ple, tailored foam cushions




tweed fabric, traditional style,
Burnished gold color. Regular
5279.00, with trade $179.00.
2-GLASS DOOR book cases,
one &dilatable shelf, mahogany
finish. $19.88.
WHILE THEY LAST: SUM=
Card tanks, new Walnut color
Ups. Only $5.88.
6-UPHOLSTERED card table
chairs, discontinued style. Reg-
ular $9.95, Now $4.88.
2-FIVE-PIECE Samsonite Card
Table sets. Regular price $47.50,
Now $29.88.
Few Of The Many Items Now On Sale at DiuguiLl's -
10-BEVEL EDGE plate glees
mirrors, copper back, ten year
guarantee. High fidelity glass.
Sizes from 18" x 26" to 38" x
60". From $8.88.
2-STUDENT Desks, top 18" x
41", one drawer. Walnut plastic
finish, $13.88-
1-FIVE-PIECE dinette suite.
Solid hard rock Maple, drop-leaf
round extension table, four
heavy mates chairs. Regular
$249.00, Now only $199.00.
1-SOLID Hard Rock Maple
library Table, drop-leaf sides.
Has one drawer. Ideal to use
heck of sofa. Regular $79.95,
Close out $45.00.
2-TALL-BACK Bronzetone Di-
nette Chairs. Gold vinyl uphols-
tery, out of discontinued
suite. Regular $19.96 each,
Close out, $7.95 each.
1-.RECLINER, heavy antique
gold shade of nylon tweed. Fa-
brit lo scat( 3rded. Floor
sample discc n nu ed . Regular
$129.00, Close out $88.88.
1-SIMMONS King-Size Inner-
spring outfit. Top quality, un-
conditionally guaranteed, med-
ium firm construction, fine
gold damask upholstery, quilt-
ed, luxurious foam topping
over spring unit. Complete with
heavy $27.50 metal frame. Dis-
continued, A $209.00 value,
Close out $188.00.
1--SIMMONS Queen Size ru-m
mattress and box springs, com-
plete with expander mils (rails
that will let you use queen
size bedding on your present
bed) heavy beige and blue quilt-
ed ticking, unconditionally
guaranteed, slightly damaged in
shipping. Regular $109,00, Close
out $99.00.
2-SIMMONS twhselell box
springs and mattress outfits.
Good blue drill stripe ticking.
Mattress and box springs only
$58.00.
1-SIMMONS Orthepedic - type
mattress and box springs. Ex-
tra firm construction. Upholster-
ed in a beautiful soft green
damask. 312 coil unit that is
unconditionally guaranteed,
Floor sample 4139.00, Close out
$88.00.
4-Box SPRINGS. fall Sze,
regularly advertised at $59.50
retail, off white and blue heavy
floral upholstery. Reduced due
to mislabeling at factory. Still





































Is Dead At 77
In Mayfield
FARIdliGTON, Ky., April 29
-Seise limericks, 77. retired
gnome et Farmington it. 1, died
Monday at Mayfield Hospital.
Funeral Mrvices will be bald
at 3 pia Monday at Brewers
United Methodist Church. of
which be was a member, with
the Rev. Orville Easley, the
Rm. R. L Dotson Jr., the Rev.
Barry Yates and the Rev. Joe
Carrico officiating. Bialai will
be in Brewers Cemetery.
Mr. Hasdriche was a veteran
of World War I. He was a mem-
ber of Woodmen of the World.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
linksbeth Henricim of Farming-
IL 1; two daughters, Miss
Patsy Hendricks of Benton
it. 1, and lent Charlyne Chop-
ellen of Basel Park, Mich.; a
ow James Hendricks of Padu-
▪ a sister, Mrs. Nellie Shel-
MI of Baum Rh 1; three broth-
ers, James B. Hendricks, also
of Hazel Park, Walter Hendricks
al California, and Laurel Hm-
dricks ot Mayfield; four grand-
and two great-grand-
Friends may call at Linn Fu-
neral Home at Baum.
Several Persona
Kamehresd Preen Pam On
driving. iitied $100.00 costs $4.-
50.
M. E. Adams, reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
B. C. Kinston, riding motor
cycle without helmet, fined
$10.00 costs suspended.
& K. Pam reckless driving.
fined $15.00 cases $4.50.
B. J. Thy, disregarding stop
sign. fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
R J. Toy, diaregarding stop
sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
J. D. Capps, failure to yield
right of way, fined $15.00 costs
$4.50.
D. It Willimna, unnecessary
noise, rimed $15.00 costs $4.50.
T. J. Adams, speeding, min*
ed to +01.4sdr essopet snit
615.00 Mall SUL
T. H. hespherry. tapigese
paMirg. amended to dknederly
eanduct. fined $11 00 coots $4.-
so.
R. K. Toomey, unnecessary
noise, fined $15.00 coats $4.50.
J. F. Remove, thinking beer
in public, fined $15.00 cods
50.
J. D. Coition. no operator's
Ii, fined $15.00 coats $4.-
50.
J. R. Mc(ardell, apenang.
fined $15.00 costa $4.30.
L J. Turner, reckless driv-
ing. fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
IL D. Penney, disregarding
stop sisn, fined $10.00 costa
Tommy Monis,
mime, fined $15.00 costs $4.38.
0. L. Sulzer,
Water Valley,
Is Dead At 56
WATER VALLEY, Ky., April
2$-Okley Leedace Sutter, 511,
Water Valley it. 2, died at 2
p.m. Monday at FullerGilliam
Beepttal in Maytield.
Is was a carpenter and a
segmber of Water Valley Mason
is Labs No. 7511.
*Ater was the de of the lett
Oillerge Salter.
Prseral rites will be ccoduct-
ad M Pilot Oak Baptist Church
st 3 p.m. Wednesday by the
Rm. Lis Carlin and the Rev.
Mason Bevil. Burial will be is
the church cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mn.
Mildred Vincent Sinter, his moth-
er, Mrs. Eva Unix.; five sons,
Glen Stater of South Fulton,
Term, Bill Sinter of Greenville,
Byron Suite, of Grenada, Miss.,
Denny &titer of Mayfield and
Bobby Dean Sinter of Water Val-
ley it. 2; four daughters, Mrs.
Homer Yarbrough ot Clinton,
Mn. James Dowdy of Columbus,
Mrs. Gorden Norman of Wingo,
and Miss Deborah Jean Sutter of
Water Valley it. 2: 13 grandchil-
dren; a brother, Ernest Salter of
liartaville. Mo.; two -deers,
Mrs. Ramsey Ferrell of Man
field and Mrs. Willard Perry at
Winos three half-brothers, Teix
aim and Fred Sinter, both of
Wray, and Mathey Sutter of
TIONSellie, Tenn., and several
WEIS NM ilePhows-
Mei may call at Jackson
11111mrel Rome at Dukedom,
• them
MOTHER'S DAY
WASHINGTON 11.11 - Presi-
dent Nixon lias proclaimed May
11 as Maers y to publicly
we all feel
privately a our mothers."
Rime said Mother's Day "serves
to remind us all that there is,
at the heart of things, sense
of mystery and wonder,. dim-
ly understood but strongly felt
feeling of continuity and in-
terdependence which which
bind ell men togther and winch
is most clearly seen in the mir-
acle of motherhood."
SEEN HEARD • • ;
(Cassehowed Frew Paw Owe)
used to, when we started Is
wadi clothes there was this fel-
low on • white horse that used
to come through the neighbor-
hood with a spear of some WM
thee shined.
Ivory time we strike a match
there is this dern bear in a
drill sergeant's hat who looks as
thought we have just committ-
ed a crime. That's almost en-
ough to make a fellow take
two pills that have as much
pain killing ingredient as four
of some other kind of pill, al-
though you would never take
four of the other kind.
every time we make a sand-
wich here come some white
bonded fellow flying through
the air with a glad bag to put
We can't even wash our teeth
without some kid come runn-
hug yelling that he only has
one cavity. Makes us think of
the fellow who just got out of
prison and as he walked thr-
ough the gates be yelled 'I'm
free, I'm free". That's nothing
some kid nearby says, 'Tm
four".
Had an upset stomach the other
day and here came walking in
some human sized onions, car-
rots, and what not, and right
behind them were two king
Mae white disks that took
charge of everything.
Mean a fellow almost afraid ta
do anything.
We can't even lie down on a
mattress with no cover with-
out someone pressing our el-
bow, our knee, our head, etc.
down into the mattress.
We start to shave and here
mass a guy on a power lift ris-
ing 60 the top of a ten story
sewer Mode showing us how
slurp the thing is, so we pro-
ceed to cut ourselves from ear
in ear.
the only time we get ahead is
wine we sit there and pick out
tbe flews in the New Buckle-
beery "Inn dory.
Sense foreigner, after crossing
the United States by automo-
bile said "I don't think Colum-
bus finding this country was so
great... . after all, how could
have mired it?"
heard a demonstration on
compressed speech the other
day. The Bell people have some
kind of contraption thet will
speed up the recorded voice
witbout increasing the pitch.
The man who spoke bed
modulated voice and spoke in
normal tones and speed. Th.,
what he just said, was Played
beck, much faster than before.
You could understand every
word.
We don't know what the prac-
tical application of this is, but
It could be used by someone
bawling out somebody else. Be
could bawl them out at normal
speed, then play the thing to
him all speeded up, without
getting up any unnecessary
blood pressure.
Reminds us of the gory about
fellow who had several cats.
Be had several holes cut in the
bottom of the front door. How
you have so many holes
for the cats to get out of, a fel-
low asks him. He replied.
"When I ssy scat. I mean scat".
If yen wont to see some beeati-
Azaleas, drive down on Elm
and take a book at Mrs.
Graves Sledd's. These Azaleas
burst forth each year in a ga-
laxy of color to furnieh the
er with a pleasurable sight.
We bid five hearts the other
playing bridge and by gol-
ly we made it. Those who do
not play bridge should under-
stand that making a bid of this
'kind takes great courage and
fortitude and also plenty of
points.
Mary Frances Hemline }
Coldwater, Ky.
Honor Roll
(Continued From Page One)
Parker, 1.50; Lyn Reason, 2.75;
Gail Russell, 3.0; Bruce Scott,
3.0; Sherry Smith, 2.80; Alan
Spencer, 2.82; Jerry Stone, 2.60;
Betty Jo Ward, 2.50; Nan Wil-
'son'
8th Grade - Debra Adams,
3.0; Betty Boggess, 2.56; Mark
Compton 2.50; Ted Forrest, 2.-
64; Kevin Fowler, 3.0; Nancy I
Herndon, 2.82; Chuck Hussung.:
3.0; Jeannie Jeffrey, 2.78;1
George Landon, 2.56; Celia Lar-
son, 2.63; Larry Lockhart, 3.0;
Patsy Mathis, 2.78; Marsha Out-
land, 2.78; Barbara Pace, 2.56;
Jimmy Patna 2.50; Bob Pink-
don, 3.0; Ellen Quertermous,
2.78; Sue Robard, 2.89; Teresa
Sheets, ' 287; Penny Terhune,
3.0; Dean Willis, 2.56.
7th Grade - Maggie Battle,
3.0; Kay Buice, 2.80; Phyllis
Budzko, 2.80; Cynthia Carpen-
ter, 2.80; Donna Cole, 2.80; Mary
Alice Doran, 2.80; Nancy Gar-
rison, 2.80; Susan liainsworth,
3.0, Johnny Hewitt, 2.60; Vicki
Kaltierer, 2.60; Ricky Lowe, 2.-
80; Sam McWhorter, 180; Ca-
thy Mitchell, 2.60; Trina Nicks,
3.0; Sherry Nolin, 2.60; Bever
ly Parker, 2.80; Tonya Reeder,
2.60; Selwyn Schultz, 2.60; Eli-
zabeth Sims, 3.0; Ricky Wil-
liams, 2.50; Scott Willis, 2.60;-
Melanie Wilson, 2.60; Beth Wil-
son, 3.0.
RHOME ON BLOCK
DALLAS UPI - Dallas Cowboy
Coach Tom Landry has confirm-
ed the report that quarterback
Jerry Rhome is on the trading
block. Landry did not invite the
third string signal-caller to the
annual "quarterback school" run
by the coach.




Kesolowed Prose Pees le
non.
We urge all citizens - young
and old - to give respect to
our law and ita officers.
Sincerely yours,
Murray Junior Civitan Club
Ernie Williams, President
Pet Ryan, Den Anderson,
Chris Cloptee, Philip Cunning-
ham, Jan Vance, Bill Adams,
Sammy Adams, Debbie Jones,
Johnnie Lane, Tommy Vence,
Darlene Stuart, Bruce Miller,
Kathy Lockhart, Jayds Stuart,
Ricky Orr, Bruce Scott, Susanne
Jones, Karen McGary, Patsy
Holton, Linda Cochran, Dan
Hutson, Bill Pinkston, Barbara
Van Meter, Donna Jones, Allen
Spencer, Mark Tinsley, Allen
Weatherly, Mike Boyd, Peua
Parker, Ronnie Dunn, Steve




Education is important to all
of us. However, we must choose
the course that we believe will
be best for all of us. Recently
there appeared in your paper
31 questions relating to taint on
and merger.
Many of the questions being
asked were not answerable.
Let's took at No. 31. "Ras the,
Tax Program been properly I
presented to the County Court."'
The law clearly dates that the
tax program shall not be pre-
sented more than 30 days and
not less than 15 days before}
the election.
Mr. Melton from the Depart-
ment of Education has told the,
local school officials that an in-
crease of .12 per hundred win
build new Elementary Schools
for Calloway County. If the
merger takes place it will coat
.20 per hundred. I would like! West.
to ask some member of Mr.!
Broach's committee - where
will the extra .08 per hundred
be spent.
Is this extra tax being cram-
med down our throats like the
Water Shed and Library tax?
I will be looking for the answ• ,
MIDGE* 1 TIMER M Z1 ILBMTI1
Shipment Of New Books Is
Received By Local Library
A shipment of new books has
been received by the Murray-
Calloway County Library from
the Department of Libraries. Am-
ong them are:
Assignment: Rescue, by 'Var-
ian Fry; The fascinating career
of an undercover agent in Vichy
France. His lob was to smuggle
out, under the noses of the gait-
apo, thousands of French andGe-
rman refugees on Hitler's black-
list.
Bide Me Fair, by Harvey limn
ells: A brilliant, multi-generat-
toned family saga, set in Scot-
land, that takes the reader from
the Boer War to the Battle of
Britain.
The Big Chocolate Cookbook,
by Gertrutie Parke: Not many
cooks take full advantage of the
possibilities offered by choco-
late, and this cook intends to
remedy that situation immedia-
tely.
How To Fix Up Old Automobil-
es, by LeRoi Smith: For anyone
who wants to fix up an old auto-
mobile, here is a practical guide.
How To Make Your Own Rec.
reaction And Hobby Rooms, by
Ralph Treves gives you the facts
you need to tackle the lob of add-
I ing family rooms, game rooms
and such to your present house.
Kentucky Is My Land, by Jesse
Stuart: A collection of poems
which will bring joy to the hearts
of all true -lovers of poetry.
Liveliest Town In The West,
by Bill Gulick: A humorous novel
which tells how the quiet, law
abiding town of Dust ville was
transformed into the funniest,







sun - its movements, character-
istics, and the phenomena it pro-
duces on earth.
The Vines Of Yarrabee, by
Dorothy Eden: Romance and sus-
pense laid in Australia of yester-
} day,
Vaice From The Grave, by
Doris Disney: A tale of bizarre
and cruel deception which carr-
ies this mystery story to a truly
shocking surprise ending.
New books for children have
just been received from theState
Department of Libraries, Frank-
fort, Kentucky:
Brian Wildsmith's Fishes, by
Brian Wildsmith: A colorful pic-
ture book of fishes for the pre-
schooler to the second grader.
This book contains not only sin-
gle trout or bass, but assemblies
according to their kind: shoals,
companies, clusters, batteries,
fleets - and a leap of salmon,
C D B! , William Ste*: N-Q -
Thank you. S M-T - It's empty.
It looks like a secret code, but
one can read the letters in this
book aloud and solve the puzzle.
CD13! is filled with spirited pic-
tures and inspired sayings that
will delight both second graders
and adults.
Cadet Quarterback, by Sidney
°Mt: This is the story of a boy's
life at a military academy, both
as a foothall player and as a cad-
et. It will appeal to boys in the
upper elementary grades.
The Old Wilderness Road, by
William 0, Steele: The story of
the Wilderness Road is largely
the story of the four men who
almost literally hewed it from
the forests and mountains of Mat
was then Western Virginia.
Quick Pivot: Stories Of Basket-
ball, by Phyllis Fenner: This
book contains eleven fast-paced
court-action stories that will
cal to boys in junior high school,
Some of the stories are serious,
some are hilarious and some ai e
true.
tie Secret of stonenouse, by
Lynn Hall: This mystery for jun-
ior high school Students has as
its main character Heather Mc-
Kenna, who comes to Wisconsin
from Scotland and encounters a
series of near tragic accidents
that culminate one terror filled
night when Heather faces an un-
known intruder alone.
The Tiger In The Teapot, by





41' ORY !16154i4C/ IJNITLO
The U.st 61Int i.sued ads medallion to commemorate Me needs* lipase eaniversery.
COAST-TO-COAST UNKING of the U.S. by railroad 100 years age on May 10, IMO, is de-picted in these photos of the driving of the Golden Spike in Utah. It was the meeting byrail of the Union PacifIC ind the Central Pacific I now part of the Southern Pacific).A summer-long commiMoration is. planned in Salt Lane City, arid other Utah sites... •
•
in the Monty teapot and he is
refusing to budge. How can the
tinnily proceed with their cus-
tomary afternoon tea? 'Flits is
the dilemma presented in this
charming book for preschoolers
and first graders.
The Vanished Jet, by James
This is a story of intrigue
and adventure br junior high
school students. Whsiaj01will
his parents aboard dLesgeears
fifteen year old Stan Dorman
decides to find out what happened
to it - with hair raising and some-
times hilarious results,
The winners: National Basket-
ball Association Championship
Playoffs, by Howard Liss:
This book for junior high sch-
ool and senior high school stir..
}dents is filled with basketball
Imemorabilia. It is an inclusive
playback of all the pro cham-






WIDNIIIDAY - APRIL 30. 1969
APOU.OS ON THE MARCH-While the Apollo 11 Command/Service Module is readied for
moving (right) to the Vehicle Assembly Building for mating to Saturn V foi its Moon
launch July 16 from Cape Kennedy, the CSM-108 spacecraft for Apollo 12 arrives for serv-
icing. Apollo 11 will put the first men on the Moon.
WHERE SHOPPING' IS A PLEASURE INSTEAD OF A TASK!!
SWANNS MARKET
Hart's - 8-on, can
Corn 67 49*
Teenle Weenie
Peas 2 ett 390
Bush's
Turnip Greens- - 3 =350
Minty Moore - can
Beef Stew 590
Chicken of the Sea - flat can
Tuna 3 : $190
Ferman'. -
Relishes 250











Del Monte Low Calorie . . .
Peaches 2 ltt 490
Fruit Cocktail - - - 2 11-* 550
Pie Mix 490
Kraft - quart




GREEN ONIONS bunch' 10°
New
GAUEN PEAS  lb. 25°
NEW POTATOES 3 lbs. 33'
Favor
ITWO NEW DINNERS FROM KRAFT
7-oz. MEXICAN 
7-ox. ITALIAN 19f
Clean - Up Tine!
Ajax Cleaner
For Wood Floors . . . 27-os.
Bruce Deep Cleaner - -89*
Glory - Cleans I0rx14' Rug - 24-oz.














io" Leak Proof 00 Odor Proof
NO CANS TO CLEAN OR CARRY!




BDAY__,--z APRIL 30. 1969
e Module is readied for
Saturn V for its Moon













er - - $179
 $169














* ity GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
' NEW YORK UPI - You don't
have to be poor to be poorly
' nourished.
Malnutrition also is a disease
of the wealthy. One prominent
physician, looking at the "gyrat-
ing food habits of the affluent
Americans," puts the problem
Mis. way:
"The more money people have,
the more they experiment with
new foods," says Dr. Cortez F.
Enloe Jr. "Witness the increase
in lourmetism'. No wonder the
food fortification programs app-
ear to suffer malaise they will
inevitably lowei he general heal-
th of many Americans."
Enloe, a specialist in nutri-
450n, bewails the "sweeping de-
cline of our food fortification
programs" because of our ever-
changing food habits. "This, he
says, "is a cause of malnutrition
that affects the health of the rich
and poor alike.
"It is probable that the kinds
of dietary defects this creates
are, in fact, more apt to occur
Au people with money. The afflue-
are less dependent on staples
and more free to indulge in a
wide variety of ordinary and
exotic foods."
The physician's challenge to
"The Malnutrition of Affluence"
is presented in the current issue
of Nutrition Today, of which he
is editor and publisher.
Enloe contends that malnutri-
Ajon and hunger cannot be corr.
‘cted with "the brute force of
dollars."
He adds thai we still don't
know all the causes and they
"cannot be discovered with patch
tests u f poverty pockets, political
coufessionals, a...d television sp-
ectaculars."
The solution will become app-
arent only when the results of a
comprehensive study of all the
people-the mentally ill and the
affluent as well as the poor - are
made, he continues.
As for changing food patterns,
he noted that enriched bread
once was the source for 40 per
cent of daily caloric intake. Now,
we're eating Aida, half as mush
bread as we did 30 years ago;
the sale of products made with
riched fldur has hit an all-time
Iper. Thus, we're depriving our-





NEW YORK UPI - A balanced
investment policy - favoring blue
chips, special siauations and gr-
Owth stocks and including cash
reserves - is essential at this
time, Reynolds & Co. says. The
firm says, danger lies in taking
doo bullish a position with "the
'Ted brelithing down the back of
the banking system and the stock
market." There is also a din-
In taking too bearish a pos-
ition "with the real possibility
of a breakthrough in Vietnam."
ESCAPED CONG- Held pris-
cner 13 months by the Viet
Cong in Vietnam, Spec. 5
Thomas H. Van Putten, Cal-
edonia, Mich., tries out a set
of sake cups given to him in
Japan oil his way to Scott
Air Force Base, Ill. He lost
65 pounds before escaping.
James Dines & Co., Inc., re-
sans optimistic about the mar-
ket's immediate future, despite
a number of negative signs. Be-
arish factors include the bullish
behavior of gold stocks, the con-
tinuing excess of declines over
advances and new lows over new
highs, and the lagging Dow Jones
rail average, the analyst adds.
g
A "live and kicking rally such
as last week's attests to the str-
ength of the bullish forces,"
Standard and Poor's observes,
pointing to the formidable weight
of bearish factors the market
mist contend with. The market's
ability to stay on an even keel
-ead even to rally in the face of
bid news suggests that the gene-
*al attitude toward peace may be
changing, the firm says. Emphas-
is could shift to a gradual with-
drawal of forces from Vietnam,
possibly on a token basis until a
ceasefire becomes negotiable, it
adds.
•••••••••••
Paine, Webber, Jackson & Cur-
d" agaves that paper stocks
appear attractive in the current
market climate. The industry isenjoying price increases, strong
demand and improved balance ofcapacity. Paper stocks are trad-
ing at the peak of a tracting range
that extends back for many years,





WASHINGTON UPI - The fede-
ral government pays benefits to
war widows for the loss of their
husbands. And most peopleagree
this is a right and proper thing
to do.
But what about a woman who
never found a husband because
of war? Does the government
owe her something , too?
This question came up during
recent congressional hearksami
tax reforms. I can't say what be
answer might be, but it certainly
gives 'us something new to think
about.
Dorothy Shinder, representing
an organization seeking a better
tax break for single persons,
noted that there are now about
13 million unmarried women over
the age of 35 in theUattedStates.
—In contrast,- Ottird are only
about 6 million bachelors in that
age group. Miss Shinder blamed
this primarily on World War II,
She pointed out that thousands
of potential husbands either be-
came battle casualties or marr-
ied foreign girls overseas.
Since the governments "was
responsible for cutting off the
male sipply," Miss Shinder ar-
gued that thegovernment should
now compensate single women
for their loss of marital oppor-
tunities.
She suggested that $35,000 wo-
uld be a reasonable figure, con-
sidering how much they had suffe
ered "emotionally, socially, phy-
sically, biologically and financia-
lly."
The idea of pensions for war
spinsters, as well as war widows,
seems fair to me. There mightbe
some difficulty, however, in ad-
ministering such a program.
Some of those 13 million un-
married woman over the age
of 35 undoubtedly would still be
single even if there had no; been
a war.
The problem, therefore, would
be in determining which ones
failed to find husbands because
of the war and which ones missed
out on marriage because they
used the wrong -eye shadow, or
-something.
Miss Shinder, I gather, has in
mind giving them all the benefit
of the doubt. If they reached 35
without going to the altar, it
would arbitrarily be presumed
that the war was to blame.
Although recognizing the mer-
its of the proposal, I doubt it
can ever win congressional app-
roval unless there is a strong
lobby behind it.
Miss Shinder should form a
nationwide organization called
Spinsters of Foreign Wars to
press the claim ;keep the
thissue before e pu
The}, could march the Vet-
erans Da} parade wearing bridal
gowns. Or sell miniature bags of
rice to raise funds.
lf enough pressure is exerted,
Congress might finally be per-
suaded to pass the long 'overdue




The Tappan Company, Mans-
field, Ohio based major appliance
yid cabinet manufacturer, ann-
ounced today that it has exercis-
ed options on approximately 195
acres of land at Ontario, Ohio,
Just west of Mansfield.
The company had previously
undertaken a 'study phase" of
the possible utilization of the
acreage for a major appliance
manufacturing facility and major
distribution center for the Tapp-
an Division. W. R. Tappan, Pram-
ident of The Tappan Company,
said the study phase had been
completed, and the Company had
determined to move ahead prom-
ptly with the construction phase
of the program.
Mr. Tappan said site pricers.
tion would begin shortly, in anti-
cipation of construction of the
first portion of a series of build-
ing block approaches to a total
manufacturing facility.
The first step would be a
275,000 square foot modern wa-
rehousing operation, with com-
plete facilities for a major dis-
tribution center which will pro.
'vide next day delivery to many
locations now being serviced fr-
om local warehouses. It is ex-
pected this new warehouse and
distribution center would go on
stream in early fall of 1970.
Mr. Tappan said that during
the construction phase of the dis-
tribution center, work would then
MOUNTAIN LAUREL Icia>11VAL OFFICERS—At a recent luncheon meeting
at the Executive Mansion, Frankfort, State Representative Harry Hoe, R-Mid-
dlesboro, left, was elected to a second term as president' of the Kentucky Maim-
tai Laurel Festival Association/ With Hoe and Gov. Louie B. Nunn is Mrs.
Irene Adams, Pineville, 1969 festival chairman. May 22-25 will mark the
"blooming of the laurel" observance at Pine Mountain State Park, Pineville.
start on a 325,000 square foot
manufacturing plant, which would
be step one in a multi-step con-
struction program. This phase,
of the operation, which would
be tailored to match the Com-
pany's present utilization 9f its
facilities in Mansfield, would be
available for occupancy in mid.
1971, He indicated at some point
the total manutitcturiug racittry
could eventually reach 1,000,000
square feet. Mr. Tappan also
indicated this size facility, plus
the distribution center, would
still leave substantial room for
expansion, as Tappan's long ran-
ge growth plan indicated the Ma-
nsfield Division was rapidly ex-
ceeding its projected manufact-
uring capacity.
'The, first iron cannon was
cast ,in England about '1509.
* *




By RICK DU BROW
WEDNESDAY — APRIL 30. 1969
HOLLYWOOD UPI - It used
to be that performers who appea-
red regularly in television series
were considered very poor bets
for movie stardom.
The reasoning was that the
public wouldn't pay at the box-
office to see actors they could
get for free every week in their
homes.
Although there is still a basic
truth in this view, more and mo-
re movie stars are emerging
from television. And the film
industry, which long has wonder-
ed where newcomers would get
training, now realizes video is
a valuable place.
Gives Name Value
In addition, it gives perfor-
mers the much-sought-after, pre-
sold name value that boxoffice -
conscious producers seek.
Probably the most sensible
appraisal is that a performer
who has made a name on tele-
vision can indeed become a mov-
ie star - buf'generally has the
best chance at film fame if he
then sticks strictly to motion
pictures and gets out of video
exc-gpt for gueseShots.
There are a few exceptions
such as Dean Martin and Fred
MacMurray, who have it both
ways.
1;.ut Steve McQueen would sur-
ely not be as big a movie star
today if he had remained in the
CBS-TV Western series that first
brought him to public attention,
"Wanted - Dead or Alive," in
which he played a bounty limiter.
And Lee Marvin would cer-
tainly have jeopardized his sky-
rocketing movie career if he had
gone back to a television series
like the one that gave him great
exposure, "M-Squad," in which
he played a tough Chicago de-
tective.
Have Best Results
Entertainers, as opposed to
pure actors, seem to have the
best results in working in both
media-perhaps because they can
be themselves on the home tube
in contrast to the parts they play
in movies. The pure actor, in
other words, is always doing a
role, and offers audiences no
real change.
Dean Martin is typical of the
two-way entertainer, and so is
Jackie Gleason, and so is Lucille
Ball,
On the other hand, Cliff Rober-
tson, a fine actor who won an
Oscar for "Charly," had a much
tough time establishing a sepa-
rate movie identity for years
because of his frequent appear-
ances in both motion pictures and
television. A series would kill
trim in the movies. Yet he has
continued to do a few video roles,
which is playing it relatively
safe, and smart.
* * *
Canada produces about 60
per cent of the world's ashes-
toe.
TAS I 1.
Sprouts, San Francisco style,
are made with -lemon juice and a
dash ). of curry. Saute 2
(10-ounce) packages of lebzen
brussels sprouts, thawed and
thinly sliced, in 1-half cup of
butter with 1 teaspoon of salt
1 -half teaspoon each o
morpododium 'glutamate and
curry powder, and 1 tablespoon
of lemon juice. Cook and ,s,ti
about "five minutes, IOW lightly
browned. Makes 6 servings..

















Men's Perma Press Dress-Up Jeans
•
SIZES 29 T° 36 Never Needs Ironing • REGULAR $4.95 AND$5.95 VALUES
Buy First Pair At $3.00







'Made by a famous American mfg.
•Horixontal stripes in yellow,
blue, and navy blue on white•
sZN.
•100% nylon





'Seconds of a famous mfg.
•Perma Press SO% polyester 50% cotton and
100% cottons
'Short sleeves in 'lenity,
mock, crew necks
and collars
























By PHIL NEV/SO 
UPI Foreign News Analyst
The Southeast Asia Treaty Or-
gluaisation SEATO may be head-
ing toward an early demise after
15 ineffective years.
SEATO had its birth on Sept.
8, 1954, in Manila, another liak
in a global chain befog lagged
by the late former Secretary of
State John Foster Donee to con-
tain aggressive communism.
The years preceding had been
turbulent ones.
Mao Tse-tung had talent over
the Chinese mainland. More had
been the war in Korea, the Freach
Mat at Dien Bien Phu and a
Ms( ticie.of Communist tern/ai-











In the wake of these events
the United States , Britain, Fran-
ce, Pakistan, the Philippines,
New Zealand, Thailand and Aus-
tralia pined in a defensive pact
which was to extend the umbrella
of its protection over the whole of
Southeast Asia.
France never did participate
actively in the pact and for the
past two years has been boycott-
ing the ministerial meetings. Pa-
kistan has been sending an am-
bassador instead of its foreign
minister as evidence of its dis-
pleasure over lack of sport
from its partners in its border
war with India in 1966.
Britain is in the process of
withdrawing its forces from East
of Suez and can no longer be an
effective meinber.
1 This year's metal meeting
which Philippine Foreign Minis-
ter Carlos P. Romulo has ck • 1 •
scribed as "crucial" to its tutu _
-tLbe held in-iatangkok May 20
and 21.
:Next year's tasstIng is slated
to be held in a Western capital
but none yet has offered to be
host.
Prevented SEATO Action
The "unanimity" Clause prev-
ented SEATO action in lirietnan
and *e United States, Thailand,
New lealanek Australia and the
PAIL/wines went into it on their
own.
Most towelled over SEATO's
future _Lid eorrled by increas-
ing suit-war sentiment in the
Unite. States in Thailand.
UPI correspondent Kim Wil-
lenson is Ba.-..zkok reports that
when Secretary of State William
P. Rogers arrives for the May
ineeting he will be greeted by
what appears to be a two -
headed Thailand foreign policy.
The Thais did not hivor the
cessation of bombing over North
yietnam and will urge that it be
resumed in a search for military
victory.
The Thais never did believe
in the workability of Laotian
neutrality and have seen their
fears amply justified in the low
of Communist men and supplies
down the Ho Chi Minh trail.
They fully believe they are
the next Communist target.
Vehicle Heists
FitANKFORT. K. (UPI) -
(ince cret, 68 minutes lastlear,
someone s car or truckeywas sttY
kn. in .kentucky. according to
state police figures. A total of
7,625 vehicles sere stolen: an
increase of eight per cent over
1967.
Dom CHARGE Manacled by
S. Customs aAents. Emile
Alonzo left 1. 27, of Nice,
France. is under arrest in
Boston on a charge of ille-
'gaily. importing heroin into
the U.S. Arrested at Login
International Airport. he al-
legedly was carrying between
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NEW EXCITING GLASSWARE, COLOR: AQUAMARINE,
SWIRL DESIGN.
THIS WEEK: APRIL 28 thru MAY 3, 1969
ONE GLASS16-oz.
With Purchase of Two 25-oz.
GUMS at 19c each
RIO. 29c VALUE
HYDE PrARK or COLONIAL
SUGAR
With $560 Order and Coupon
HEINZ TOMATO
KETCHUP




Coupon Valid thru May 3rd, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or 110 STAR
Limit 00e Coupon Pet Cestomer
SAVE





With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase
nrWAll Three Coupons
Coupon Valid thru May 3rd, 1969
Itorkom at COOPER-MART1N or 1110 STAR
Una* Otte coupon Pm Custom
Redeem 
er
With A $15 or More Purchase
SAVE
HEINZ TOMATO
KETCHUP 2644. 18`  bottel 
(Without Coupon 39c)
With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase
t10.14WW$1054101411~4111111
Redeem All Three Coupons
With A $15 or More PurchasePANTY HOSE
CINNAMON or BEIGE TONE
With Coupon and
4500 or Mono Older
FRESH
DRE'sElFRYERS
VEAI PATTIF-S  lb. 39C
Store Made
WIENERS 




PANTY HOSE pair 68
Cinnamon or Iola* Tons
(Without Coupon $1.49)
With This Coupon And $5.00
Itocloorn at COOPER-MARTIN or RIO STAR
Coupon Valid thru May 3rd, 1969
Or More Purchasc
ittIOV04011WWWWWWWI







WEEK Of MARCH 
31st
This Week's 
Coupons, April 2Rth thru May 
3rd
• 100 
Stomp Coupon on 
$3.00 or more 
purchase at any
Firm giving 
Quality Stamps other 
than food Stores.
• 100 
Stamp Coupon on 
$3.00 or more 
purchase at
Cooper-Martin 
or Big Swat 





• 100 Stamp 




• 100 Stamp 



























SO FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
10L Or
TOTAL CEREAL
Unit, 1 Coupon Pm Customer
Coupon [spires Sal, May 3, 1069
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THE GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW
DRUG STORE IN :.BEL AIR CENTER
WE APPRECIATE YOUR SHOPPING WITH US AND WE WILL CONTINUE TO OFFER OUTSTANDING
VALUES IN QUALITY MERCHANDISE AS WELL AS PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE. . . WIDE
SELECTIONS. . . CONVENIENT, FRIENDLY SHOPPING ATMOSPHERE!!
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Only the finest quakty
gift items by the most
reapected names are
featured. . . you will
be proud to give AND
to receive gine when
they come from the
Gift Shoppel
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CANDLER
Americal finest candies -
Dutch MU candies are et-
c-halve in this area at Say-
Rite! You'd never believe so
much goodness could be pack-
ed into every morsel - choose
miniatures, meltaways, creams
and other varieties Perfect
for hostess gifts or entertain-
ing . or for giving the
family a real treat!
•••






























- VISIT OUR BOGIE DEPARTMENT -
You'll love to browse in our paper back book department
-the largest in the area featuring today's top sellers and
a complete selection for all reading tastes. Wide varie-
















for making hair look
lovlier. 89* ea. Value
1,1 ai
:sass! - 371 rims e'r.3 3 E. 3! as sea i.rte
HERE THEY ARE! WINNERS OF PRIZES TOTALING $1,000 GIVEN AWAY DURING OUR GRAND
013 Oo(or T.V. - Jane Watts
GE. Color T.V. - Larry Bogard
Singer Sewing Machine - Oracle Herndon
Rayette Future Flak Dryer - Mrs. Charlie B. Adams
Sunbeam Hair Dryer - 1. Katie Hutchens
2. Opal miookomac
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CAPRI BATH OIL
..)0conut, oil base.' . . mild, non-
alkaline . . . tub drains sparkling
clean!
$1.59
Value 88C GI a
IMMI1M/ MOM1 ••••••••1111=1 ••• • m• ••• • .111-.•
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Silverware - Eula Mae Barnes
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f •
BRAVO fee Fivers
8o tough you can wash
It with detergents and
It cornea tip ehinitNit•
21-






Baby pants with nylon
cushioned legs and waist, king















Razor, Sunbeam - Daniel 0. Jones
Bob Waft
Seth Thomas Clock - Don ou.4
Deluxe Facial Sauna -1. James D. Miller
2. J. E. Gray
3. Virgel Lotion
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Metal Ice Cube Trays





































type &odorant or the
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Grill - 1 Mrs. Urban Belar.r
2. Paula Parker
3. Mrs. John E. Woods
4. Agnes Lyons
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New, errortless way to
grate vegetables and fruit.
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- $1 Value -
66(
fro wait rort 1:11.1 !Er. I N'! 15 olio rt.
Johnny Cash Record
Albums Discount Priced
Choose from a Variety













assistance the same night, se-
cured the murderer and six ac-
complices. being the whole of a
gang that then very much in-
fested the peace of the City,
and by their frequent Robberies
and attempts to set fire to
hoissew kept. -the inhabitants In
_veeshiet alarm They were
shortly after Ariel, and upon
the fullest conviction. Con-
This is the cemetery reorkee in
Charleston which relines the tree
theeerive story which task Ogee
there en Morch 12, 171411.
found on the spot where the
murder was committed, by a
child, a son of Mr. Edgar Wells,
Merchl, served with other
proofs, to discover and convict
him.
-This marble is erected, by
an affectionate Brother & Sis-
ter, in memory of the virtues
of their dear Brother, who was
beloved by all who knew him.
He was mild and affable in his
manners. Just Generous, and
Humane. He is loved with the
sincerest affection. HIS SOUL
RESTS AT THE MERCY
SEAT OF HIS CREATOR."
• •
•
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Detective Story on Stone
By STEVE LISSY
Wrsttea itspertally for Central
Press find This Newspaper
MORE THAN A CENTURY
before Edgar Allan Poe became
. America's first and foremost
early mystery writer, a real-life
detective story was carved eia
gravestone and installed in
the churchyard of famed St.
Philip's in Charleston, S.C.
Known to many a South Qtr.
ohnian and referred to lovingly
as "The Foot pad's Memorial,"
the pair of stone slabs bear the
details of the crime which
caused the death of one Nicho-
las John Wightman Dearly 200
years ago.
Situated in the western sec-
tion of the cemetery almost di-
rectly across the street from
the main entrance to St Phil-
ip's, the two stones rest flat on
the ground at grass level, be-
tween a dogwood and an olean-
der. At the foot of the stone
slabs is a masonry wall topped
With iron pickets the fence
which surrounds the cemetery
containing the remains of many
more prominent early Ameri-
cans.
• • •
ONCE white, the slabs the
top is a truncated triangle, the
bottom a rectangle - are now
gray with age. They are en-
crusted with moss. Only by
close scrutinyo,nd the aid of a
pointed instrument may owe
trace the story on the stone:
'To the memory of Nicholas
John Wightman Who .was
Killed by a Footpad. on the
Night of the 12th of March,
1788.
-Aged 25 years. Peaceably
returning home to his Brother's
house where he resided. The
Villain met and made an at-
tempt to rob him, which he re- MANY noted patriots are
buried in the cemetery of St.sisted, and was instanUy shot
dead on the spot. Philip's. which is (lit into two
"His brother, with but mail plots by Church Street. leaving
one section across from the
church.
Among those buried in the
two plots are Edward Rutledge,
a signer of the Declaration of
Independence: John C. Calhoun,
vice - president of the United
States, senator and cabinet of-
ficer; Col. William Rhett, co-
lonial hero who captured the
pirates Blackbeird - and Bon-
demned and Exeetited. • net; and Christopher Gadsden.
"15ivirie Providence ordered it Revolutionary leader whose
so that a single button, belong- grave is unmarked by his own





WASKING1024 art — There
In a tendency to theme current
oared in this country IS such
lathes as nacial tenths, the
Vietnams War, the antibelliatic
onissite ABM system and Bar-
bera Strelasoda see-through
panes.
In the opinion of some social
Wod potation observers, howev-
er, the aura of dinsontect tint
pervades the nation is much
more deepb, rooted.
It stems, they say, tram a
feeling that we, as individuals,
have boat control of our own
deetinies. Worse yet, nobody
elm seems to have control of
them either.
Being Swept Along
We are no longer masters of
our fates, but are being swept
Woos by tomes that an only
dimly perceived and remotely
understood
I suppose an example of this
can be found in the discussions
this we about the discovery
thet ortho salmon caught in
Lake Mkingan contained DDT
concentrations ranging up to 19
oarts oer
Now my interest in eoho mi-
meo is lukewarm id most. I
meal even aware that cobo W-
ane existed until members of
Congress and the Food and
Drug Administration began talk-
ing about the problem. But co-
tes salmon and I apparently
have something in common.
In a statement on the matter,
Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-WIs.,
cited a study by the Public
Henkh Service that indicated
the average American has 12
parts per million of DDT stored
in his fatty tisane.
Experts say that amount of
DDT in the body probably isn't
harmful. Nevertheless, the tho-
ught that I have become an in-
voluntary repository for an in-
secticide is unsettling.
Looks on Bright Side
I have tried looking on the
bright side. I mid to myself, if
DDT continues to settle in my
fatty Worms perhaps I will
eventually become insect-proof.
It sould be nice to sit out on
the veranda on a summer's ev-
ening and not be bothered by
mosquitoes. They ',cubist dere
to attack =MOW who is veri-
tably a wattling bug bomb.
The point is, however, that
this is not a conditios I viithed
on myself. It cense about due to
cisrumatances beyond my con-
trol.
Nobody called a meeting and
mid, "Everybody who • weeds
DDT in your hely tissues rinse
your right hands."
Had there been such a meet-
ing, and had the majority vot-
ed for DDT. I would have
gone along. Being outvoted is
not what is disturbing; It is
never being consulted at al.
We simply wake up one morn-
ing and are told that—like it
or not—we have a smattering
of ,DDT in our fatty tissues. No
wonder the motives are restless.
%Niihau Booth was the found






The First Amendment to the
U. S. Constitution bombed. Con-
freres to enact any haw which
favors one relOgious viewpoint
over another.
Now going through the courts
are two important teet cases
which contend that Congress
violated this constitutional pre-
cept in writing the present Se-
lective Service Art.
Theme cams seem likely to
wind up in the Supreme Court.
Both challenge the section of
the draft taw dealing with con-
anieritious objectors. But they
attack It on different grounds.
The section in dispute defines
a conscientious objector as one
"who by reason of religious
training and belief, is conscien-
tioualy opposed to participation
in war In arry form."
Osie Clialienes
One challenge was filed in
Boston by John W. Sisson Jr.,
22, a Harvard graduate who aays
he is opposed to war but not
because of religious bellef.
In tarty Aped, Federal Dis-
trict Court Judge Charles W.
Wymandti Jr., ruling in Son's
favor, held that in the draft law
"Congress unconatitutionaily di-
scriminated against atheists, ag-
nostics and men, whether they
be religious or not, who are
motivated by profound moral
beliefs which constitute the cen-
tral convioU,ons of their be-
ings."
Government attorneys have
indicated they'll appeal the rul-
ing to the Supreme Court.
The other test case was filed
in San Fraiyieco by 11 °Waite
priests and two Catholic lay-
men. The National Council of
Churches and six Protestant de-
nominations have filed support-
ing briefs.
The Catholic plaintiffs argue
that it is unconstitutional relig-
ious discrimination for Con-
gress to grant conscientious ob-
jeotors status to persons who
°mom all wars whale denying
It to those who ddhaantioneon
moral grotmds between "juin"
and "unjust" wars.
Teeth Total Pacifism
They point out that certain
religious bodies—such as Quak-
ers and Mennonites—teach total
pacifism, or blanket opposition
to any we rat any time for any
cause.
But other religious bodies —
including the Roman Catholic
Chords and most of the b I g
Protestant commuoions--4dhere
to the so•called "just war" doc-
trine winch holds tint in some
eituationa, war may be morally
defensible as the lesser of two
evils.
The obvious purpose of the
California case is to lay a legal
basis for "selective conscien-
tious objection" with specific
reference to the widely unpop-
Win war in Vietnam. The prin-
aline of selective conscientious
objection has been endorsed
and by as sevaniag @moth-
lies of mama bralaIlioL de-
nominations. But Comma 're-
fused to write such a *Melon
into the draft law the last time




By FREDERICK H. TREESH
By United Press International
The typical high school student
headed for a higher education
dine not really have a clear idea
of what he wants in college. But
be has to make the choice from
MN* more than 2,800 colleges
sailmitir colleges in the United
SWIM
By ordering catalogs from a
few same brand or nearby schoo-
ls or consulting with his guidance
counsellor, he can become acqua-
inted with only a handful of the
Infinite possibilities.
Wouldn't it be helpful if some-
body put into a computer the
courses offered, the requiremen-
ts, the costs and financial aid
available, the religious affilia-
tion and other data about all 2,800
schools?
Has Done It
Well students, somebody has
done it
A Cambridge, Mass., firm,
search, founded by a 26-year-old
student at Harvard Graduate Sch-
ool of Business, has programmed
into its computer
about every two-three-5 ehd bar
year college in America.
For a $10 fee, it will match
that data against Information a
student supplies about himself-
4
the college courses he's interest-
ed in, his high school record, his
scholastic aptitude test scores,
the size and location of schools
he would prefer, his financial
means, and much more.
The computer prints out the
names of 10 schools that come
closest to meeting the student's
preferences and that he would
be qualified to enter. It even
addresses post cards to the coll-
eges requesting catalogues and
additional information for the
student.
David Deiran, the young man
who runs Search, says, "What
Search is designed to do is pre.
screen all the colleges and re-
commend 10 that are just about
right-in terms of the student's
objectives, academic requireme-
nts, size, tuition costs, location
and whether they're coeducatio-
One of 10 Ideal
"We're not saying to the stu-
dent 'Go to one of these 10
schools.' We are saying that
quite often one of these 10 schools
is ideal."
Dewan suggests that before a
studeni apply to any of the 10
he discuss them with his guid,
ance counsellor and, if possible,
someone, who has attendedthem.
Search, which has been coo--
ducting its computer screening
of colleges since the spring of
1967, now is receiving applica-
tions for its service at the rate
of 1,000 a week-many from Idge
school juniors seeking a college
to enroll in 1970.
The program is updated coll-
ege by college every six months
with data supplied by the colleges
themselves, Much of it is veri-
fied by independent sources.
away 04 cowl *genial. Spec/4 Henry G. Lamarque,
21 1right i. walks down corridor at U.S. Army headquerters
building in Frankfurt. Germany. after he was acquitted on
charge/ of passing defense data to a female accomplice
CirtniirqUe was bore in Haiti tC.bfrphofoi
. •
HIP! THI RED .IIARON IS HOIE!
:111.01 StIOOPIPPIAllifftAN
-COMPLETE
"CURSE YOU, RED BARON!"
Somewhere in the skies lurks the cursed Red Baron.
His only thought: to steal the incredible new
formula for Hart's White Bredd.
Oh boyl If Snoopy ever needed help, it's now. And he's
counting on everybody. So here's the second and final phase
of Snoopy's master battle plan. Everybody shake your fist
and shout (all together): "CURSE YOU, RED BARON!"
Here's how it works. When the Baron is in clear sight over
the city, the signal will go out over the radio for everyone
0.,11{0 • •1I•, mg
to synchronize watches, get outside the house; and all
at the same time shake your fist up at the Red Baron
and shout: "CURSE YOU, RED BARON!"
You kids especially hive got to help.
Snoopy figures a few
thousand kids all hollering '
at once ought to scare -
anybody. And scare him out of
town for good. „-
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